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Chapter 1
The growing importance of network management

The use of corporate telecommunications networks, particularly data networks, is growing
rapidly. Many organisations would experience
severe difficulties if their networks were not
available for an extended period of time. Telecom-

munications managers (or network managers, as

we refer to them in this report) must therefore
ensure that their networks provide a reliable,
efficient service and are capable of being extended both geographically and to meet demands
for new types of service.

The rapid growth in networks, both physically and
in the numberof services they are used for, means
that networks are becoming more complex technically, with components from many different
suppliers. In turn, this meansthatit is increasingly
difficult to identify and fix faults when they do
occur. Moreover, the problem is compounded by
the scarcity of skilled telecommunications staff
and the lack of suitable network-management
tools. Many organisations regularly experience
great difficulties in getting their suppliers to fix
faults promptly, or even to admit that a fault
exists.

Two examples illustrate the scope of the difficulties that some organisations now face. Our
analysis of fault-log data showed that one company in the United Kingdom was experiencing
failures onits digital circuits four times more often
than other UK companies. The high failure rate
was caused by a persistent synchronisation problem. The network-managementstaff spent months
working with several of their suppliers before the
problem wassolved. The second example concerns
a French company that went through a period
during 1987 when it experienced an average of
five failures a dayin its front-end processor. The
overall availability of the network was reduced to
80 per cent, but the company thought that the
network-managementtools available from its computer supplier were too expensive. These tools
would almost certainly have helped to identify
and solve the faults.
Some organisations have even reached the stage
where they put off making changes to their networks. Even though the changesare desirable,
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they know that by introducing the changes, they
stand a very high chanceofdisrupting the existing
network andservices.

In the past, the network-management role has
been concernedprimarily with day-to-day activities
principally with fixing faults on the network. Obviously, ensuring that the network is
fully operational is an essential part of the
network-management function. However, it is no

longer adequate to perceive network management
as being concerned just with network operations.

If the management of corporate networksis to be
improved, it is necessary to widen the scopeof the
network-management function so that networks
are managed in a way similar to other business
functions. The purpose of this report is to show
how the managementof corporate networks can
be improved.
THE NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT

Before exploring how network management can
be improved, it is first necessary to understand
whythere is a need to improve and broaden the
scope of network management. During ourresearch,
we found many network managers who now
devote muchoftheir time to activities not directly
concerned with the immediate and urgent tasks
of keeping their networks running as smoothly as
possible. They told us they are approaching a level
of activity with which their existing staff andtools
cannot cope. They have to find better ways of
planning and monitoring networks so that the
level of resources required for handling faults and
implementing changes can be contained.

There are four main factors creating the need for
improved network management:
The growth of data networking.

The emergence of networks as a major component of the information technology (IT)
infrastructure.
The increase in user expectations.

Thelack of consistent network-management
policies.
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Each of these factors is described in more detail
below.
GROWTH OF DATA NETWORKING

The tremendous growthin data communications
experienced by most organisations is making it
much moredifficult to manage corporate data networks. Data networks are not only growing in
their importance to the organisation but also in
their size and complexity. The numberof types of
equipment connected to networksis increasing,
as is the number of links between public and
private networks.

Recent Foundation Reports on Communications
Infrastructure for Buildings (Report 62) and The
Future of the Personal Workstation (Report 63)
have highlighted the continuing growth in workstation penetration. Many of these workstations
will need to access corporate wide-area data networks. During the research for this report we
asked about the growthin the numberofusers of
wide-area data networks andlocal area networks
experienced during the past year and expected
during the next year. The answers are summarised
in Figure 1.1. The responses indicate that network
managers will often have to cope with growth in
excess of 20 per cent a year and in somecases
more than 50 per cent. Growth rates such as these
imply the need for continual addition of network
capacity andfor high levels of user support and
training.

In addition, improvements in technology have
enabled theprovision of network services that are
morecost-effective, but in some cases, this has led
to increased complexity. Thus, wide-area data networks must now:

Provide transparent connections to multiple
computers from different suppliers.

Support protocol conversion.

Interconnect with local area networks.
Share high-speed transmission links
with
voice networks.

This increased complexity makes the opera
tion of
data networks moredifficult to understa
nd and
it means that it takes longer to diagnose
problems
when they do occur.

As data networks increase in size and
complexity,
the numberof different types of equi
pment used
in networks also increases. Large netw
orks can
include analoguecircuits (and digit
al circuits in
some countries), modems, multiplexors
, protocol
converters, packet switches, packet
assemblers/
disassemblers, local area network gate
ways, and
communications controllers, as well
as connections to a variety of types of workstat
ion and
computer. The variety of network comp
onents
means that network managers have to deal
with

Figure 1.1

Anticipated growth in the numberof users of
wide-area data networks and local area
networks
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(Source: Butler Cox survey)

a large numberofdifferent suppliers, each with
different contracts, standard maintenance terms,
and ways of conducting business. A survey conducted in the United States by Northern Telecom
revealed that, on average, corporate networks
use services or equipment from 20 suppliers. In
Europe and elsewhere the number of suppliersis
likely to be less because the number of public network providers is more restricted, but would
probably still be up to 10 for large organisation
s.
Dealing with this numberof suppliers, and ensur
ing that all their equipment works together, can
be very time-consuming.

Corporate private data networks (where transmission links are dedicated to the use of the
organisation concerned, although the links are
usually leased from a public network provider) are
also increasingly being connected to public networks. Examples include:
Connections to value-added networks for
purposessuch aselectronic data interchange
(EDI) with suppliers and customers.
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Connectionsto the public telephone network
for access to the corporate networkby salespeople, home workers, and customers.

proportionof the total IT budget accounted for by
networkcosts has increased considerably because
the unit costs of communications have not decreased
nearly as rapidly as the cost of computing power.

private networksso that users are unaware, as far

Figure 1.3 depicts the network as a core element
of the IT infrastructure. The networkis the enabling mechanism that provides users with access to
information held on any one of a numberof com-

The organisation s network-managementfunction
must control the interface between the public and

as possible, of which type of network they are
using.

As the number of data networkusers grows, the
importance to the organisation of reliable network
performance increases rapidly. For many years,

organisations such as banks and airlines have

recognised that networks are part of their product-delivery systems. Other organisations, even
those that use their networks to carry only
administrative traffic, are finding that they cannot
conduct their business if the network is inoperative. They cannot revert to the paper-based
administrative systems used prior to the introduction of networks and computers. The majority
of network managers in our research described
their data networks as vital or essential to
the business.
NETWORKS ARE A MAJOR COMPONENT OF THE
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE

Five to ten years ago, systems departments were

concerned mainly with managing large mainframe
computers and the applications that ran on them.
As shownin Figure 1.2, the number of external
communications links was small because of the
small population of remote terminals. The network wasrelatively straightforward to manage
because it was small and all the links terminated
in one place.

Thesituation today is usually morelike that shown
in Figure 1.3. Physically, thereis still one network,
although it may now cater for several network

puter systems. For some years now, systems de-

partments have recognised that information is a
vital business asset and have developed procedures for managing the storage andretrieval of
the information. However, the meansof accessing
and transferring the information also needs to be
managed. The management of networks should
therefore now be accorded the same importance
by the systems departmentas the management of
computer operations or applications development.
INCREASING USER EXPECTATIONS

The increasing number of business applications
that use voice or data networks, or both, means
that the use of networksis increasingly becoming
an integral part of many people s jobs. Naturally,
network users expect the network always to be
available for use and alwaysto providea first-class
service. The increasing reliance on networks and
computer systems meansthat any break orfault
in the service is very frustrating, particularly
whenthe networkis used in a customer-service
environment. Customers calling to query their
accountare quite rightly annoyedif they find that
the organisation s telephonelines are constantly
engaged orif the customer-service representative
tells them that they mustcall back later because
Figure 1.3

protocols and allow access to a variety of com-

puter systems, ranging from mainframes to microcomputers interlinked by a local area network. The
numberof transmission links in the network has
also increased substantially. This means that the
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Today, networks are becoming the core of
the IT infrastructure
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the computer system (or the network) is down .
Equally, the customer-service staff find it tedious
to have to listen to numerous complaints from
upset customers who want to know now what
their outstanding balanceis. It is not surprising
that these frustrations are relayed back to the
network manager as demandsfor a morereliable
network.
Most of the network managers we talked with
during our research had set a network-availability
target of 98 per cent or higher. However, 98 per
cent availability still means that the network will
not be available for use for approximately 45
hours a year during normal business hours. Consequently, some network managers believe that the
current availability of their networksis unacceptable
to some network users. (Care needs to be taken
when comparing network-availability targets and
statistics; for some organisations, 100 per cent
availability would mean that their networks were
available during normal business hours, Monday
to Friday; for others it would mean the networks
were available 24-hours a day, every day of the
year.)

We asked Foundation members what they believed was the maximum acceptable downtimefor
the most important application running on their
network. Theresults are shown in Figure 1.4. The
majority of members believed that they could
tolerate a break in service of up to four hours on
a major network link. Four hours seems to be
a
long time giventhe increase in user expectations.
The majority of suppliers, however, do not provide
Figure 1.4

A majority of Foundation members can
tolerate a major fault lasting up to four
hours

24 hours

48 hours
5%

15%

yy Hour
0%

Networkusers can also complainbitterly if they
notice an increase in response times, even
if
the response times maystill seem to be withi
n
acceptable limits to the network manager. Many
network users also expect to be able to give less
than a week s notice of the need to move office
workstations. Furthermore, they expect the
moves
to be carried out during a weekend. Long lead
times from equipment suppliers and the PTTs
often prevent network managers from meeti
ng
these expectations.

INCONSISTENT NETWORK-MANAGEMENT POLIC
IES

Mostof the difficulties described above relate
to
the management of wide-area data networks. Network management, however, also encompasse
s
voice networksandlocal area networks. We found
that several network managers dismissed the
management of voice networks as being
not a
problem . Furthermore, their network-managementpolicies did not includelocal area networks
because these
are managed by users, not the
systems department . Theresult is that fault logs
and records ofthe changes made to voice and local
area networksare not as detailed as they are for
wide-area data networks. Hence the procedures
and policies adopted for managing the different
kinds of network are inconsistent. If inadequate
attention is given to the management of voice and
local area networks, it will be harder to identi
fy
and correct faults when they do occur.

BARRIERS TO IMPROVEMENT

6-12 hours

There are four main problems that prevent
or
delay manyorganisations from making improvements in the way they manage their networks:

2-3 hours
15%

Shortage of skilled communicationsstaff.

4 hours
25%
Proportion of organisations prepared to tolerat
e a given maximum downtime of a major link in their networ
k that affects their
main business application

(Source: Butler Cox survey)

they only

Without doubt, thereis a real need to improvethe
wayin which networks are managed. Thereare,
however, important reasons preventing the
desired improvements from being made.

1 hour
15%

15%

a guaranteed time to fix a fault

guarantee to respond to a service call withi
n a
given time, whichis frequently four hours. Since
the level of service provided by suppliers does
not
match user expectations for network availability
,
network managers often find they have toinsta
ll
additional circuits or transmission capacity
that
will be used only if a link fails.

as]

Limitationsof current network-management
tools.

Difficulties in justifying investment in net-

work-management tools.

Confusion about the

management.

scope of network
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SHORTAGE OF SKILLED STAFF

A perennial complaint within systems departments is that experiencedstaff are in short supply

and are difficult to recruit. The growth in the use
of data networks and the rate of change in communications technology in recent years haveled
to an acute shortage of skilled communications
staff in many organisations. Inevitably, the in-

creased demand for this scarce resource has

resulted in substantial increasesin salary levels for
this type of staff. It has also led to very rapid
staff turnover. As a consequence, many network
managers believe that they have insufficient staff
with the right skills to manage their networks
effectively.
LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT TOOLS

Difficulties in recruiting experienced staff have
caused many network managers to seek to enhance the effectiveness and productivity of the
staff they do have by using more network-management tools. Unfortunately, the tools available are
very limited in scope because, in general, they
were developed by telecommunications-equipment and computersuppliers as enhancements to
their main products. Each supplier s tools are
designed to work only with the supplier s own
equipment. Organisations therefore have to purchase tools from most of the suppliers of the
equipmentused in their network. Tools from different suppliers usually cannot interwork with
each other. Also, the majority of network-management tools mainly generate alarm and error messages that are used for fault diagnosis. Performance and usage data provided by such tools is
usually limited andis difficult to extract.

In large networks, network-managementtools can
produce a large amount of basic data, but it requires considerable skill and time to interpret the
cryptic and overlapping messages to produce the
information required to manage the network.
Most network managers believe that the lack
of a comprehensive set of network-management
tools (or a network-management system) is the
greatest barrier to improving the way in which
their networks are managed.
DIFFICULTIES IN JUSTIFYING INVESTMENT

Acommon question raised by Foundationmembers
during the researchforthis report was
How do we

justify our investment in new network-manage-

ment tools to our network users and to our senior
management?
Until recently, most networkmanagement tools were acquired aspart of amajor
network-equipment purchase. They were costjustified as part of the overall business case for
investment in the network. Today, there is an increasing tendency for network-managementtools
costing up to $1 million or moreto be purchased as
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separate items. Many network managersfind it
difficult to justify this type of investment because
they are unclear how they can identify quantifiable
cost savings.
CONFUSION ABOUT THE SCOPE OF NETWORK
MANAGEMENT

Most network managers are aware that their responsibilities cover a broader spectrum ofactivities
than identifying andfixing faults on the network.
Nevertheless, many of them are unclear as to
exactly which activities and equipment should be
includedin the responsibilities of the networkmanagementfunction. In particular, there is confusion as to whethernetwork planning, help desks,
and mainframe communications software should be
included in the network-management responsibilities. Insomeorganisations, for example, disputes
have arisen between the network-management
function and the computer-operations function
about who should run the help desk, who should
control the installation of terminals, and whoshould
managethe front-end communicationsprocessors.

It will be difficult to improve the way in which
networks are managed until such disputes are
resolved and thescopeof the network-management
activity has been defined clearly.
THE SCOPE OF NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Much has been written on the topic of network
management. Manyof the authors assumethetopic
has clear, well-understood boundaries, but fail to
define what they mean by network management.
After a literature review, we concluded that there
isno generally accepted definition of what the term
network management means. Before proceeding
further, we need to explain what we mean by the
term, and to describe the activities and network
components that are included in the scope of
network management.
DEFINITION OF NETWORK MANAGEMENT

In general terms, the aim of the network-management function is to meet the objectives of the
business by providing workstation or telephone
users with access to information via communicationsnetworks. These networks caninclude voice,
wide-area andlocal area data networks, andinterfaces to public networks.
Wedefine network managementas:

The set of activities required to plan, install,

monitor, andmaintainallnetwork components in

order to achievespecified servicelevels reliably, at
an acceptable, and an agreed, cost.

This definition is much wider than many descriptions of network management, which tend
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to focus on the day-to-day operations of networks,
particularly on monitoring performance, identifying faults, and fixing them. For manyorganisations, our definition of network management
equates to therole of the telecommunications
department. Although we do not refer to the
telecommunications manager in this report, this
job title can more often than not be used wheneverwerefer to the network manager . In some
organisations, however, the network-management
function will be one part of the telecommunications function.

Ourdefinition includes service levels as an integral
part of network management. Without targets for
service levels, network managers have no measure
of how well their networks are performing and
thus cannot be sure whether the service provided
is meeting their users needs.

Thedefinition also refers to costs. Obviously, costs
should be kept as low as possible, but the scope
for reducing costs will be constrained by the
service-level requirements. Network users therefore need to understand the trade-offs that can
be made between service levels and costs.

Our definition is deliberately wider than that
formulated by ISO (International Standards
Organisation) who are defining standardsfor
network management. Their work is based
on, and
extends, the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection)
standards because the relevant standards
committees realise that effective interconne
ction
between systems requires common
networkmanagement standards. A draft OSI
networkmanagement framework standard is now
available
for comment and should be formally agree
d by the
end of 1988. However, this standard only
defines
the framework for the development
of networkmanagement standards. The standards
themselves
are unlikely to be fully defined befor
e the early

scope of the OSIdefinition of network manag
e-

ment is too narrow forthis purpose, it is
valuable
when comparing the capabilities of netwo
rk.
management tools, and is discussed furth
er in
Chapter 5 in this context.

NETWORK-MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

There is a broad range ofactivities included
in the

scope of network managementbecause the
activities cover all the functions involved in
providing
a communicationsservice. The activities inclu
ded
in our definition of network manageme
nt are
shown in Figure 1.5. We haveidentified
two types

of activity

those for which the network-manage-

mentfunction is entirely responsible, and
those
for which the network-managementfuncti
on has
a shared responsibility with other group
sin the
systems department.

The boundary between the two types of
activity
is unclear and may vary from organisation
to organisation. For example, some organisati
ons regard
Figure 1.5

Activity

Fault
handling

Network-managementactivities
Description

Identification, diagnosis, and repair ofall faults
related to networkcomponents. Provision of

alternative service, where possible, during

network breakdowns.

Performance
monitoring

Tracking usage ofthe network(s) to identify
requirements for additional capacity. Analysing
performanceof network equipment, services,
and suppliers on a regular basis. Measuring
level of service provided to users.

1990s.

The OSI definition describes network
management
as the facilities to control, coordinate,
and monitor
the resources that allow communicatio
ns to take
place in the OSI environment.
There are five
functions within the OSI manageme
nt framework:
fault management, accounting mana
gement, configuration and name management,
performance
management, and security mana
gement.

The OSI definition is thus narrower
than our
defi

nition because we include planning
and usersupport activities in the scope of net
work management. We also include the proc
ess of change
management, whereas the OSI defi
nition only goes
as far as managing the components
that comprise
an existing network.

Cost
control

Monitoring operating costs of the network(s).
Reconciling invoices with predicted costs.

The activities listed above are entirely within the respons
ibility
of the network-management function. The responsibility
for those
shown below may be shared with other groupsin the
systems

department.

Billing

Vendor
relations

Billing users for IT services, including network
usage.

Negotiating contracts for purchase or maintenance of equipmentor services. Agreeing
discounts andservice levels.

Webelieve such extensions to the
OSI definition
are necessary when considering how
to improve
the network-management function
. While the
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security as the responsibility of computer systems
staff and expect them to provide proceduresfor
controlling access to applications. Others take the
view that security is predominantly the responsibility of the network-managementfunction. They
believe that security proceduresshould be invoked

as users first access the network; the log-on procedure should therefore check that users have
authority to access the requested applications.

It is important to realise that some network-

management activities involve other groups from

thesystems department. For example, it no longer
makes sense to provide separate help desks for
networking problems and for applications problems. Most usersaretotally disinterested in whether
their immediate problem is caused by a network
fault orasoftware bug. A fragmented approach to
these typesof activity can cause usersto haveapoor
perceptionof the quality of the service being provided. We return to this topic in more detail in
Chapter2.
NETWORK COMPONENTS

Someof the confusion about the scope of network
management occurs becauseof uncertainties as to

which types of equipmentare included aspart of
the network, and which are external to the
network. It is therefore also important to define
which equipmentis considered to be part of the
network, becausethis will, to some extent, define
the scope of network management.

Today s complex networkscontain a wide range of
equipment and a variety of transmission media.
Many different types of workstation (including
telephones) and computer system are connected to
networks. Some network functionality may reside
within workstations (a personal computercircuit
board witha built-in modem, for example) or within
alarger computersystem. This meansthat it canbe
very difficult to define the boundary of a network
and may mean that the network-management
function shares the responsibility for a particular
item of equipment with another section of the
systems department. Sometimes, even the transmission media (circuits and cables) may not be
considered as part of the network. For example,
some organisations with multiple DEC computers
interconnected by an Ethernet system considerthe
Ethernet to be part of the computer system.

The equipment components consideredto be within
the scope of the network-management function
vary by organisation. Figure 1.6 lists the componentsthat are usually considered to be part of the
network, and other components that may or may
not be controlled by the network-management
function. Figure 1.7 overleaf shows two actual
examplesof the different ways thatthe responsibility
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for managing the components can be assigned.
These examples illustrate how the networkmanagement function may have difficulty in
determining whereits responsibility ends. From the
users standpoint, the divisions can appeararbitrary
andillogical.

The decision about which componentsfall within
the scope of network management appears to
depend on thestructure of the systems department
and theskills resident within the telecommunications area. Thus, PABXs andlocal area networksare
often managed locally by the user community
because there are no tools to facilitate central
management and becauseit is not possible to employ
communications specialists at every site.

The responsibility for terminals, personal computers, and other end-user equipment can also
cause difficulties becausethese types of equipment
donot relate directly to the structure of thesystems
department. (Foundation Report 63 The Future
of the Personal Workstation
contains advice
about how to manage workstations.) Insomecases,
the network-management function takes on the
responsibility for these types of equipment to
reduce the number of hardware-support groups.
THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

In this chapter we have explained why network
managementisarapidly growing problem for most
Figure 1.6

There are considerable variations in the

components considered to be part of the

network

Components usually

consideredto be part
of the network
Privatecircuits

Components sometimes
considered notto be part
of the network

Front-end processors (FEPs)

Matrix switches

Terminal controllers

Local area networks(cabling

and interface equipment)

Telex machines
Videoconferencing
equipment

Anyinterface to a public
network

The network-management function will usually be responsible

for componentslisted in the first column, but not necessarily for
thoselisted in the second column

I
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organisations to which there is no easy or quick
solution. The outlook appears to be very gloomy. Yet

during our research wedidtalk to organisations that

are managing their networksquite successfully with
reasonably satisfied users. The difference between
the organisations with adequate network management and those that are struggling is not usually
more or better tools or staff. It is how well the
network-managementfunction is managed.

From our research and consultancy experience we
haveidentified the key indicators of whether the
network-management function is performing its
activities effectively. These are shownasachecklist
inFigure 1.8and canbe used by senior management
toassess the effectivenessof the existing networkmanagement function.

The following chapters of this report contain
guidance onhow toimprovethe effectivenessof the
network-managementfunction and describe the
technology developments that will enable the
improvements to be made. We concentrate mainly
on the management of wide-area data networks
since that is the area of most concern to members.
The management of voice and local area data
networksis referred to where we feel that it is
important.

In summary, the network-management function
should:

Beorganised to provide the service that users
want.

Bestaffed by the right combination of people
tohandle business concerns, user-support, and
technical problems.

Have procedures in place to handle most
routine tasks efficiently, and to identify
abnormalsituations quickly.
Understand technology developments and
theirimpact on networks, tools, organisation,
and procedures.

Usetools effectively to assist with a wide range
of tasks. In particular, develop a strategy for
purchasing andreplacing tools. The purposeof
the strategy is to evolve towards a comprehensive network-management system.

InChapter 2, we discuss how the network-management function can be organised to provide a better
service to users. User support is clearly not just a
network-managementresponsibility but concerns
the wholesystems department. Inorder to provide
the correct level of service, user requirements must
be clearly understood and agreed, and therole of
the network-management function within the
systems department needs to be clarified. We
advocate the use of service-level agreementsas a
good mechanism for ensuring that the networkmanagementfunction providesthe rightservice at
the right price.
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Figure 1.8

A checklist for evaluating the effectiveness
of the network-management function

The answersto the following questions will indicate whether the
network-managementteam is performingits activities effectively.
Do users rarely complain about poor response times or service

interruptions?

:

Does the network manager have charts showing the actual
availability of the network or the amount of downtimefor the last
three months?
Does the network-managementteam obtain a good service from
suppliers?
Are major network

a

upgrades or changescarried out withlittle

impact on existing users?

Are users clear about whoto call for assistance with queries or
to report a fault?
If most of the answers are yes , the networks are probably
well-managed.

Chapter 3 describes how to makethebest use of
scarce technical staff. It also shows that business
and people-related skills are required as well as
technical skills. Insummary, the scarcity of skilled
staff can be alleviated by assigning routinetasks to
nontechnicalstaff, by using supplier skills wherever
possible, by providing moretraining for allstaff, and
by using automatedtools to reduceor simplify the
workload.
The network-managementproceduresthat can be

adopted to handle the changing environment are
described in Chapter 4. These procedures cover
fault handling, performance measurement, change
management, and supplier relations. The chapter
also highlights how the changing profile of network
faults (asmaller numberoffaults, but with more of
the faults being very hard to solve) will affect
routine network-managementactivities.
Chapter 5 identifies the changing requirements for
network-managementtools and systems, and describes the types of tools available today and their
inadequacies. We explain what a complete integrated network-management system should
include, the difficulties in achievingthis goal, and
the likely future developments.

Even though today s network-managementtools
cannot be used to construct a complete integrated
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network-managementsystem, organisations need
to work towards suchan integrated system. Chapter
6 therefore provides guidance on building a network-managementsystem in an evolutionary way
and on justifying the necessary investment.

SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH

This report is based mainly on an extensive programmeof research carried out between November
1987 and March 1988. Wereceived 111 responses
to the questionnaire sent out to Foundation members at the beginning of the research. They provided
a substantial amount of information about members current network-management problems and
the benefits they expect to gain from networkmanagement tools and systems. The opinions of
more than 50 network managers and planners were
obtained in interviews and focus groups held
throughout Europeand in Australia. Much of the
practical advice in the reportisbased onthe insights
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of network managers whosharedtheir experience
s
with us. Their contribution is much appreciated,

Wealso met with 14 suppliers of network-management products andservices, bothin Europeandt
he
United States. In addition, a telephone survey was
carried out to. ascertain the range of produ
cts
offered by a further 30 suppliers. We also drew on
our consultancy experience andthe extensive body
of available literature (some of whichis menti
oned
in the bibliography at the endof this report),
and
we sought the viewsof several technical specialists.

The research was led by Janet Cohen, a senior
consultant with Butler Cox in London. She was
assisted by Simon Forge, a senior consultant
with
Butler Cox s Paris office, and by Kevan Jones
, a
consultant with Butler Cox in London. Valuable
contributions were also made by several other
consultants in Butler Cox s telecommunicati
ons
consultancy practice.
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Providing a service that meets user needs

The network-management function has a key
role to play in the systems department, being responsible for the quality andreliability of the
telecommunications service. However, the provision of network services cannot be considered
inisolation from theprovision of other IT services
because many network-managementactivities
have to be carried out in conjunction with other
parts of the systems department. These include
running help desks, planning, billing, and making
arrangementsfor security. Mostof the activities
where the network manager s responsibilities
overlap those of other managers in the systems
department concern the department s relationships with its users. Users frequently do not
understand the systems department s division
of responsibilities by technology area because
they view the provision of IT as a single service. Thus, user support is the responsibility of
the systems department as a whole. It no longer
makessense for the network-managementfunction
to provide its own separate user-support operation.
Effective user support requiresthat a business area
receives the right type of service for its needs ata
price that it finds acceptable. Part of the network
manager s role is to make sure businessareas are
awareof the trade-offs that can be made between
cost and level of service. The business areas can
then make an informed choice about the type of
service that they need.
Webelieve that the level and type of service to be
provided should be formally negotiated between
the network-managementfunction and the individual business areas and spelt out in service-level
agreements. The network manager then has an
effective target for the service needed to meet the
business requirements.
In the remainderof this chapter wefirst explain
why the network manager s user-support responsibilities should be part of a wider service provided
by the systems department. We then describe the
advantages of networking service-level agreements and how to set about constructing them.
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ESTABLISH A SINGLE USER-SERVICE
CONTACT POINT

Although this report is concerned with network
management, one of the most important findings
from our researchis the trend towards managing
networks, computer operations, and system de-

velopmentas a total IT function. This trendis being
driven partly by convergenceof the technologies,
but, more importantly, by increasing demands from
the user community for the provision of a unified
IT service. The implications for network management are that wide-area networks should be
managed centrally, and that network help desks
should be combined with other IT help desks to
form a single point of contact for the user community. In turn, this means that the systems
department will need to move away from its
traditional organisational structure based on technical specialisation to a functional organisation.
DEMANDFORA UNIFIED IT SERVICE

Users of IT services, unlike IT specialists, are
generally not interested in technologyfor its own
sake. Instead, they are concerned with how the use
of IT assists them in performingtheir jobs. Their
main requirement, therefore, is for reliable and
easy access to the computerapplications they need
to use or to the telephoneof the personthat they
need to contact. In mostcases, users do not need to
be aware of whetherthe application or telephone
is in the next office or in another country. The
network-management team at a major multinationaloil company wasexperiencingdifficulties
in identifying network problems becausethe users
were not aware of where the applications they
were accessing were physically located. Users
tended always to claim that an application was
running on a computerin the same building. The
solution to this problem was not to educate users
to recognise which computer they were connected
to, but for the network-managementstaff to obtain
current information about application locations
from the computer-operationsstaff.

Whenuserscalla help desk with a problem or they
require additional terminals to be installed, they do
not want to think about which part of the systems
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department they should be talkingto. Similarly,
users who are experiencing increased response
times are not concerned whetherthe problem is
caused by overloaded circuits, overloaded processors, or poorly designed applications. They
simply want to know whenthe responsetimeswill
return to an acceptable level.

Users therefore needa single contact point in the
systems department that is able to handle all of
their problemsor requests for assistance. There are
also benefits for the systems department in providing a unified user-support service. Departments
providing sucha service will have more credibility
with their users, and their users areless likely to
complain about the service being provided.
Webelieve that systems directors should review
how the various aspects of their user-support
services are organised and should reorganise them
to provide a seamless user service. This will not
be easy to achieve witha systems departmentthat
is organised onthebasis of technical specialisations
becauseit will require considerable cooperation
and interworking between the varioussections.
Our consulting experience has shown that in some
organisations, there can be considerable rivalry
betweenthe different sections in a systems department. In particular, different sections will spend
time andeffort in trying to prove that a fault is the
responsibility of another section, rather than
concentrating on solving the user s problem.

An implication is that user-support activities,
including network support, are likely to be more
effective if they are centralised. Moreover, there
are other good reasonsfor centralising the networkmanagementfunction.
ADVANTAGESOF CENTRALISED SUPPORT

Most Foundation members now have a centralised
network-managementfunction. Figure 2.1 shows
how the Foundation members who responded to

essential. First, centralised managementis difficult
for international networks becauseof the problems
of providing support across multiple time zones,
dealing with local PTTs, and being awareoflocal
standards and regulations. These problemsrequire
some degree of regional or local network

management.

The other situation where some local network
managementis required is when local computer
and telephone systems are not connected to corporate networks. With these typesofinstallation,
the network-managementtasks are not onerous,
andit is often mucheasier for an individual based
at the local site who has sometechnicalskills to
carry out these tasks. Where appropriate, the local
staff can use the central network-management
staff as a sourceof expertise. The central staff may
also specify the standards and operating proceduresto be followed bythelocalstaff.
Even wherethereisa centralised function there are
some network-managementactivities that are best
performed bylocal staff or third-party suppliers.
The decision as to which activities should be
performedlocally involves balancing the expertise
required forthe activity against the time required
to perform it. Thus, it is usually easier for an on-site
staff member to move a personal computer connected to a local area network, rather than to wait
for amemberof the centralised network-management groupto carry out the work.
However, some degree of centralised controlis
required forall services that are connected to a
Figure 2.1

Most Foundation members have a
centralised network-managementfunction

Numberof

responses

our questionnaire manage their networks. There

are several advantages to a predominantly centralised approach to network management:

Skilled staff can be betterutilised and, hence,
are more cost-effective.

Complex tasks can be performed moreefficiently
because the staff have more opportunity for
workingondifficult problems.

Network-management tools and systems can
be cost-justified more easily.
Somesuppliers provide network-management
tools that are geared to centralised management.

However, there are two situations where distributed network management, or a combination of
centralised and distributed management, is

Centralised

Distributed

Mixed

Network-managementorganisation

fl Wide-area data networks

On-site data networks

Hf Voice networks
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corporate network. Help desksoften receivecalls
from staff who have movedtheir own workstation
or telephoneto a different network presentation
point and are surprisedto find that it does not work
at the new location. They are not aware that the
network-managementcentre needsto check that
the cabling at the new location is connected to the
right type of port, and that the port is recognised
by the computer or telephone system.
A SINGLE HELP DESK

Our research showed that some large organisations
still provide several help desksfortheir users of IT
services. (The highest number wefoundina single
organisation was 23.) Most organisations have
recognised that operating multiple help desks has
several disadvantages. In particular, multiple help
desks use staff resourcesinefficiently, they confuse
users, who haveto decide which help deskto call,
and they can easily result in problemsbeing lost
between help desks. The best way of overcoming
these disadvantagesis to operate asingle help desk
that is able to handle all user requests forassistance.

However, there are two circumstances whereit is
necessary to provide multiple help desks. In international networks, where there are time-zone
differences and language barriers, it will not be
possible to service all requests for assistance from
asingle help desk. And in networks supporting a
large numberof applications, a help-desk operator
cannot be expected to be familiar with all the
applications.

Even so, the multiple help desks should be organised so that an individual user alwayscalls a
particular help desk. Other guidelines for running
help desks, based on members experiences, are
shownin Figure 2.2.

Oneof the greatest benefits of a successful help
desk is that it improves the relationship between
users and the systems department. A well-run help
desk persuadesusersthat their problemsare understood, under control, and are receiving attention,
even if they cannot be solved immediately. Help
desks can alsoidentify training needs. For example,
if there is an increasing number ofcalls about the
use of a particular application, it might be worth
running a training course on that application.

Providing a service that meets user needs
between computing and communications technologies and there appearsto belittle reason other
than organisationalinertia to continueto organise
the systems department by technology area. A more
appropriate method of organisationis by function.
Figure 2.3 overleaf showsin simplified form the
structure we believe should be adopted for the
future. The functional organisation shown in the
figure gives each manager working under the
systemsdirectora clearset of objectives and should
avoid conflicts between technology areas.
Specialist technical skills will still be necessary in
the new organisation butwill be spread across the
functional areas. This arrangementwill encourage
interworking amongst specialists with different
areas of expertise.
In many organisations, the rivalry between computing and telecommunicationsspecialistsis likely
toslow down the movetoa functionally organised
systems department. We believe, however,that the
operationsareawill be organisedin this wayearlier
than otherparts of the systems department, mainly
because user pressure for a unified service is
greatest in this area.
One implication of providing a unified operations
serviceis that common procedures must be adopted
both for charging for computing and communications services and for measuring the operational
performanceof both typesof service. In turn, this
implies a unified approach to managing the provision of IT services, which means, for example,
that it will no longer be sufficient to maintain a
separate database containing details of the network
Figure 2.2

Guidelines for running a successful help

desk

The help desk exists primarily to support users, not the systems
department.
The help desk owns the problem. Thatis, the help desk is
responsible for ensuring that the problem is resolved, no matter
who actually fixes the fault.

ORGANISATIONALIMPLICATIONS

In the previous chapter we described how the
boundaries between the network-management
function and otherIT areas are becomingblurred.
Wehavealso shownthat, in order to avoid user
confusion and dissatisfaction, some networkmanagementactivities need to be carried out as
part of a unified IT service. Without doubt, it will
become increasingly difficult to differentiate
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The help desk should have standard procedures for passing

on problems, reporting back to users, and alerting users about
major breaks in network services.

Chapter 2
Figure 2.3

Providing a service that meets user needs
In future, systems departments should be organised byfunction, not by technical speciality
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*Network-managementactivities will be distributed throughoutthe different functional areas

configuration and equipment. Instead, a total ITinventory database will be required, containing
details about networks, applications, and computer

systems.

Although we recommend a unified service
approach, the subject of this report is network
management, not the managementof IT services as
a whole. Thus, it is important to bear in mind that,
whenever weusethe terms network management
and network manager in this report, we are
describing activities and responsibilities that, in
future, will be spread throughout the systems
department. There might not necessarily be a
separate network-management department carry-

ing out the responsibilities and activities described
in this report.

NEGOTIATE SERVICE-LEVEL AGREEMENTS
Systems departments, and thus the networkmanagement function, now have users whose
requirements for network services may vary
enormously. For example, in an airline the network
availability required for a back-office function such
as the maintenance of personnel records will be
much lower than that for an online reservations
system. Network managers must recognise and
plan to satisfy the widely different business requirements for each type of application.
Someof the business requirements might necessitate a highly resilient (and therefore expensive)
network. Other requirements might well be satisfied by a much simpler, and thus inexpensive,

|

alt

|p:

Network
design
:
ae

network. It is therefore necessary to find a
mechanism of charging users for network services
in a waythat reflects the level of service they
require. Webelieve that the best method of ensuring that the systems departmentis providing the
appropriate levelsof service at a realistic cost is to
negotiate service-level agreements with the user
community, preferably with the managers whowill
be responsible for authorising payment of the
systems department s charges.
UNDERSTANDING BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS

Givennorestrictions, all network users would say
that they want:
Very reliable, good-quality communications.

Excellent response times for data communication applications.

No blockedcalls on the voice network.

Theability to move and change equipmentat
very short notice.
Low chargesfor using the networks.

If the charges are to reflect the true costs of
operating the networks, it will obviously not be

possible to meetall of these requirementsat a low

cost. An unrealistic wishlist such as that aboveis
of no value in trying to determine the required
service. In reality, it will always be necessary to

maketrade-offs betweenlevelof service and cost.

In order to understand the real business requirements, andthe pricethat users are preparedto pay,
the network manager mustsit down with the line
managers from each business area who understand
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how ITservices are used within their business. They

should discuss whatthe businessis trying to achieve
and how it can makethe best use of network services. The two parties should reach an agreement
on the types and quality of network services that
the business expects to receive. The agreementwill
be a compromise between cost and quality of
service. One of the biggest contributions that the
network manager can maketo the discussionis to
explain clearly and(if possible) in quantified terms
the trade-offs between cost and quality of service.
A chart similar to that shownin Figure 2.4 can be

a powerful aid to persuade line management that

98 per cent networkavailability is a morerealistic
aim than 99.5 per cent. The network managerwill
gain from the meeting an understanding of where
each business area is prepared to spend moneyfor
a better service. Usually, this will be for the
functions perceived as most crucial to the success
of the business.
USERS DIFFERING REQUIREMENTS

It is stating the obvious to say that users have
different requirements. However, an often-overlooked implication ofthis obvious statementis that,
not only should systems departments provide
different levels of service to different users, but
shouldalso provide different billing arrangements.
Human nature dictates that those users who
complain loudest and most often will usually
receive priority service (hopefully, these are the
users who really need a priority service). Billing
Figure 2.4

Trade-off between networkavailability and
cost

Increasing networkavailability from 99 to 99.5 per cent costs
about twice as muchasincreasing it from 96 to 98 per cent.
Network
costs

Providing a service that meets user needs
arrangements tend to be standardised, however,
and often are based on the simplest method for
dividing up thecosts. In billingfor the use of datacommunications networks it is common not to
charge by usage and the volume of data transmitted, but to charge on a flat-rate basis for
connection to the network.
Most corporate data networksare usedto provide
access to a variety of applications, so a flat-rate
billing scheme does not reflect the costs of providing the different levels of service to their
respective users. Users with very low service-level
requirements have to pay for the higherlevel of
service demanded by other groups of users. The
higher network costs resulting from the requirements of some users may notjust include the cost
of additional circuits for resilience, but can also
include the costs of high-security access devices,
moresophisticated multiplexors, and staffing the
network-managementcentre for 24-hours a day.
An exampleof the difficulties that can arise when
two groups ofusers with widely different requirements use the same networkis provided by London
Regional Transport s Technology and Network Group.
This group provides communicationsservices both
to London Buses and to London Underground.
London Buses is installing a new computerapplication that allocates crews and busesto routes
withinthe city, taking into accountfactors such as
holidays and scheduled maintenance. If this informationis not available at each bus depot, itismuch
more difficult to run an efficient bus service.
Because the information from this applicationis so
crucial, London Busesis preparedto pay for ahigh
level of redundancy and resilience, both in the
network and in the computer system.

London Underground uses the same computer
systems and backbone network for someofits
applications, but does not perceive any of the
applicationsas crucial to its daily operations. The
underground is very cost-conscious and is not
preparedto payforresilience thatit believesit does
not require. The Technology and Network Group
is faced with the difficulty of deciding howtobill
both groups of users in a way that passes on the
economiesof scale derived from sharing the same
network whilst ensuring that London Buses pays
forthe entire cost of the higher networkresilience
it requires.
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This example demonstrates that taking accountof
differing user requirementsis likely to lead to very
complexbilling arrangementsfor networkservices.
The best way of tackling these difficulties is to
negotiate service-level agreementswith each group
of networkusers.
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SERVICE-LEVEL AGREEMENTS

The majority of organisations participating in our
research were implementing (or planning to implement) service-level agreements for the provision of
network services. Two main reasons were quoted
for introducing service-level agreements:
Thepressure on systems departments from
businessareas to deliver better service and to
demonstrate value for money.

Theneed toprovide users with information to
help them understand what they are being
chargedfor, particularly where they have not
previously been billed for networkservices.

Service-level agreements are contracts between
users and the systems department. They specify the
types of service that the users want the systems
department to provide and the conditions under
whichthe service will be provided. The termsof the
contract lay out whentheserviceswill be available,
the performancelevels that are to be attained,
reporting procedures, andthe costs of the service.
The contents of a typical network service-level
agreementarelisted in Figure 2.5. (A useful source
of information about service-level agreementsis
the article by C N Witzel published in The Journal
of Capacity Measurement, Vol 1, No. 4, 1983.
Although this article refers specifically to data
centres, it contains general advice about constructFigure 2.5

Contents of a typical network service-level
agreement

General clauses

Contracting parties

ing service-level agreements.) In France, servicelevel agreements often include user-satisfaction
ratings. Figure 2.6 shows the screen layout used by
oneorganisation to collect monthly survey data on

usersatisfaction.

:

Our use of the words negotiate and contract
when referring to service-level agreements is
deliberate. By perceiving service-level agreements
in these terms, the systems departmentis indicating
thatit is managedlike any otherpart of the business
and can guarantee to provide minimum service
levels to its users.
Service-level agreements provide benefits for the

systems department as well as for the users.

Probably for thefirst time, users understand the
level of service that the network-management
function provides and therefore haverealistic
expectations about what to expect. In particular,
user departments are responsible for ensuringthat
the specified service levels meet their business
requirements, Providing that the network manager
has explainedclearly the implicationsof the agreed
performance measures(such as network availability), users should not complain if the agreed
service levels are unsatisfactory in practice. If this
provesto be thecase, they can then renegotiate the
contract.

Network managers can use service-level agreements as a mechanism for understanding user
requirements and for demonstrating the high
quality of service they deliver. When Eli Lilly, a
major US pharmaceutical manufacturer, provided
users with monthly reports showingthat the actual

network-performance levels were within the

agreed targets, the number of complaints about
poorresponsetimes reducedsignificantly.
We recommendthatall large systems departments

should introduce service-level agreementsas the

Performance-related clauses

Availability of service (both normal and contingency)

Notice required for implementation of major and minor moves
and changes

means for setting realistic user expectations for
network performance levels. However, before
agreeing to the terms of the service-level agreement, network-managementstaff should ensure
that they can measure the specified performance
parameters. Without appropriate measures, it will
not be possible to demonstrate that the networkmanagementfunction is complying with the terms
of the agreement, and the effort involved in
negotiating the contract will have been wasted.
Furthermore, it may not be possible to appraise the

network manager s job performance becausethis

may be determined by whether the networkmanagementfunction has met the conditions of the
service-level agreements. Network performance
measurementis discussed in Chapter4.

One aspect of measurement that is often misunderstood by users and by network managersis
networkavailability. Users are interested in overall
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Figure 2.6 Screen format used by a French companyto measure userspecification
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availability at their workstations, but systems
departments tend to calculate availability for individualparts of the total IT system. For example, if
the network, the computer hardware, the application, and the workstation are each available for
98 percent of the time, the overall availability to
the user could be as low as (0.98)* x 100 per cent,
or 92 per cent. However, eventhis calculation is
simplistic because it assumesthatall failures interrupt the service provided to the user. This is
unlikely to be the case with many networkfaults,
which means that the calculation of the actual
availability to users can be complex. (Someof the
text books describing availability measurementare
mentioned in the bibliography.)
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Service-level agreements have animportantrole to
play in ensuring that the systems department provides a network service that meets users needs.
However, in negotiating the agreements, the network managerwill be under pressure to provide
the best possible service at the lowest possible cost.
A study carried out in 1987 of network costs in
major US corporations showedthat personnelcosts
accounted for 45 per cent of total operating costs
and 30 per centof the total network costs including
purchase of network components. Thus, even though
skilled network staff are in short supply, network
managers need to ensure they are makingthe best
use of the skills that are available. We provide
advice on how to do this in the next chapter.

Chapter 3

Making the best use of scarce skills

Ourresearch confirmed that thereis still a great
shortage of skilled communications staff and that
this position will not change in the foreseeable
future. In addition to technical skills, the networkmanagement function needs to have staff with
user-support skills and managerial skills. Network
managers therefore have to come to terms with
this situation and makethe best use of the skills
that are available. In this chapter, we provide
advice on how to dothis.

First, it is necessary to recognise that many of the
tasks now performedby specialists could be delegated to nontechnical staff. We then show how the
technical skills shortage can be overcome by using
external staff, by developing the skills of existing
staff, by providing career-development paths, and
by using appropriate tools to support staff. The
chapter concludes by describing the situations
where it may be possible to subcontract the network-management functionto a third party, thereby
removing the need to employ technical specialists.

NETWORK MANAGEMENTREQUIRES
THREE DISTINCT SKILLS

The network-management function provides
a
service, and a service-oriented function
cannot
employ just technical specialists. In addit
ion to
technical specialists, staff with managerial
and
administrative skills will be required, together
with
staff with appropriate skills for a user-support
role.
Theactivities of the network-management funct
ion
should be allocated so that as many nonte
chnical
tasks as possible are removed from the techn
ical
specialists and are performed by staff with
appropriate managerial and people skills. The
scarce
(and expensive) specialists can then conce
ntrate
on the moredifficult technical problems. Below
we
describe the responsibilities of the managerial
,
user-support, and technical staff that will make
up the network-management team. We also
describe the skills and personalattributes required by
each of the three typesof staff.

MANAGERIAL STAFF

Successful network managerswill, first and foremost, be managers
not technologists. They need
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to be able to work with business managers and
corporate management, and to understand how
the use of networks can help meet business
objectives. The head of the systems department
must therefore ensure that the individual
appointedhas theright managerial skills, not just
the best technical expertise. Members should
promote the development of these skills in network-management staff through an appropriate
management-training programme.

Responsibilities
The network manager s primary responsibilities
include:

Providing networkservices that assist the
organisation as a whole to meets its
objectives.

Ensuring the performance targets set out in
the service-level agreement are met.

Satisfying the development and support
needs of individual team members.

Skills and attributes
The network manager must have a good under
standing of the businessactivities of the organi
sation and a general understanding of business
management. In particular, he or she must be
able
to translate business plans and objectives
into
network-managementobjectives. The case histor
y
in Figure 3.1 illustrates the type of problem
that
can occurif network managers do not understand
the business requirementthat lies behind
a networking requirement.

Nevertheless, the network managerneeds to know
enough about the technology to understand
the
workofthe technical specialists. A telecommun
ications background is not essential, however.
Some
of the most successful network managers we
met
during the research had a data processing background. Their lack of detailed knowledge
about
telecommunications technology enabled
them to
view problemsfrom a different perspective
and
suggest some new approaches. This viewpoint
was
endorsed by M Montagnon of France Cable
s et
Radio, who hasspecified and implemente
d network-management systems for several
major
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Figure 3.1

Focusing on technical requirements can
cause problems

A major USlife insurance company developed very sophisticated

software to switch between batch and online data transmission
to remote offices. The aim of the communications staff in

developing the software was to reduce the numberofcircuits,
thereby reducing communications costs. substantially. The
resulting software was extremely complex and madethe systems
quite unreliable because problems were difficult to solve and
could be resolved only by the staff who had developed the
software.

Branch-office managers found the unreliability of the systems
intolerable. One of their major objectives was to process
applications for new business as quickly as possible at the end
of each month orat the end of a sales-promotion period. (Sales
bonuses depended onthe volume of new business entered into
the system.) More often than not, the network was unavailable
for up to a day during these peak periods. It turned outthat the

branch-office managers were prepared to pay twice as much

for a reliable communications service. While designing the
software, the communicationsstaff had not discussed the system
with the users and were unawareof the requirementfor a highly
reliable network.

French companies. He confirmed that a manager
who concentrates on the technical aspects of
network managementis often unable to make top
management aware of the importanceof the network-management function. As a consequence,
the network-management function does not receive adequate support from top management.
In summary, we believe that successful network
managers will be able to:

Communicate in business terms with senior
management(orally and in writing).

Balance day-to-day pressures and forwardplanning activities.

Motivate and develop network-management
staff.

Make decisions on priorities under pressure.

Resist the temptation to become immersed in
technical detail.

USER-SUPPORT STAFF

The network-managementstaff who provide support for network users need a combination of skills
that are hard to find in one person. They must be
able to relate to user needs and problems, but have
sufficient technical understanding both to answer
basic questions and to know whoto contact for
problemsthat are outside their range of expertise.
The activities of user-support staff will usually
be performed as part of the help desk, but they
may also be used for training activities or to
assist in specifying user requirements and coordinating changes, andpossibly even for installing
terminals.
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Responsibilities
User-supportstaff will have a variety of responsibilities, depending on how the network-management function is organised. In general terms, these
responsibilities will include:

Acting as an interface between users and
technical specialists.

Assisting users to obtain maximum benefit
from network services.
Solving routine and straightforward problems.

Handling requests for moving or changing
terminals.
Acting as
user champions
within the
network-management function.

Skills and attributes
Many organisations that operate successful help
desks believe that the best user-support staff have
themselves previously been users of the network services. This means that they can better
empathise with the users point of view. Some
degree of technical aptitude and training is
necessary, however, but this will vary according
to the level of support that is to be provided. Most
importantly, user-support staff should not be
perceived as being technically naive by more
experienced users. User-support staff should also
have a good understanding of the organisation of
the systems department and should know who
is responsible for each system, application, or
activity.

User-support staff should be chosen primarily on
their ability to deal with people, sometimes in
tense situations. Other important attributes
include:
Theability to stay calm under pressure and
abuse.
A good telephone manner.

Theability to recognise when a problem is
beyond the scope of their expertise and
should be referred to the next level of support
staff.

Theperseverance to chase the progress being
made by technical-support staff and suppliers
in solving users problems.

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

Most Foundation members find it increasingly
difficult to recruit skilled technical specialists for
their network-managementfunction. The growth
in the use of networks, and their increased
complexity has outpaced the supply of skilled
communications staff. The resulting shortage of
skilled staff is now a major barrier to improving
the way in which corporate networks are
managed. Communications software programmers
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and specialists with an in-depth knowledge of X.25
products and protocols are in particularly short
supply. Moreover, the high level of demand for
qualified staff, particularly from financial institutions, has led to rapid increases in salaries.
Organisations whose salary structures do not
permit them to pay the going rate experience
great difficulties both in recruiting new staff and
in preventing existing staff from being lured away
by the prospect of highersalaries elsewhere. Some
public-sector organisations are particularly prone
to these problems. The majority of private-sector
organisations, however, do not find it as difficult
to retain their existing staff.

Despite these difficulties, network managers should
not expend a lot ofeffort on trying to recruit moreexperienced communicationsstaff. Instead, they
should seek ways to make more effective use of
their existing technical staff. In particular, the
work of specialist technical staff should be organised so that they do not have to handle routine
faults and administrative work that could just as
well be undertaken by user-supportstaff.

Responsibilities
The main responsibilities of the technical
specialists in the network-management function
include:

Providing assistance to user-support staff, in
particular by resolving faults that are beyond
their incompetence and by liaising with sup-

pliers as appropriate.

Evaluating the performance-monitoring data
provided by network-managementtools.

Planning and implementing changes
and
enhancements to the network including the
selection of new equipment.
Performing security audits,

Monitoring developments in network
technology.

Liaising withother specialists in the
systems
department.

Skills and attributes
Technical specialists will usually have
received
some form oftechnical education. The more
highly
skilled staff, particularly those involved
in planning
networks, will probably have a technical
degree.
Manytechnical specialists will have
practical
experience, particularly of network opera
tions and

fault handling. More experienced staff
will have
expertise in a particular aspect of communic
ations
technology. However, it is desirable that
technical
specialists understand, at least in general terms
,
othertechnology areas both within the communications field and in the wider field of IT. Ideall
y,
technical specialists should also have some
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experience of working in a user environment and
on a help desk.

The personal attributes required to be a good
network-management technical specialist are:
Good problem-solving and analytic skills.
Ability to work under pressure, particularly
in networkoperations.
Thoroughness.

Understanding of the trade-offs that can be
made between technical complexity and
ease-of-use.

~ Ability to understand and apply new communications technology.
Ability to work with other people including
suppliers.

Staff with these attributes and the appropriate
level of technical skill will continue to be in short
supply. It will therefore still be necessary to find
ways of overcomingthe shortage of technicalskills,

THE TECHNICAL SKILLS SHORTAGE CAN
BE OVERCOME

We have identified four main ways of compensating for the shortage of skilled technical
staff:
Makeeffective use of the skilled staff that
work either for equipment suppliers or as
independent specialists.

Provide training programmes designed to
develop theskills of existing staff.

Provide career-development paths.
Use appropriate tools.

Each of these is discussed below.

USING EXTERNAL STAFF

Manyof the mostskilled technical specialists work
for suppliers of communications equipment or
prefer to operate as consultants. Some network
managers have found ways of making effective
uses of these external sources of expertise
to
augmentin-house technical skills. The case histor
y
described in Figure 3.2 illustrates how a major
bank uses the specialist expertise of an independent expert to install major upgrades to the
networking software. The case history described
in Figure 3.3 shows how a leading multiplexor
supplier provides the opportunity for its custom
ers
network technicians to work alongside its
own
technical specialists.

DEVELOPING SKILLS THROUGH TRAINING
AND
EXPERIENCE

The shortage of network-management
skills
cannot be tackled without a greater comm
itment
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Figure 3.2

External experts can be usedinstead of

in-house specialists

A major European bankoperatesa large X.25 network and uses
an independent expert (who used to workforits major equipment
supplier) to assist in testing and implementing major networksoftware upgrades. The bankfinds it more effective to use the
specialist expertise whenit is required, rather than employits
ownhighly specialised staff whose specialist skills would be used
infrequently. The independent expert does similar work for
several other organisations. He is therefore more familiar with

carrying out major software upgradesandislesslikely to make
amistake. As a consequence, the upgrades can be implemented

more quickly. Another advantage is that the bank's own technical

specialists are not diverted from their regular responsibilities in
order to carry out the upgrades.

Figure 3.3 Timeplex involves customer staff in final
assembly and testing of multiplexors
Timeplex is one of the leading US suppliers of high-bandwidth

multiplexors. This company has developed a programmethat

combinesthe final assembly and testing of multiplexors with
technicaltraining for its customers. After the multiplexors are
equipped to the customer's specification, the final stages of
assembling the equipment and testing of the multiplexor

configuration are performed jointly by Timeplex staff and the

customer's networktechnicians whowill operate the multiplexors.

This procedure has many benefits both for Timeplex and its
customers. Assembly prior to installation ensures that all the
necessary connectors and other components are present and
correctly labelled, and ensuresthat manyof the problemsthat
used to occur during installation are found andresolved before
the equipment arrives at the customer's premises. This means
that Timeplex's technicians need to spend muchless time at
the customer's premises.

The advantage for the network techniciansis that they can see
all the multiplexors working together in the same room. Once
the multiplexors have beeninstalled throughouttheir network,
it will not be possible to do this. They therefore gain a better
appreciation of how the multiplexors interact with each other.
They also gain an understanding of fault-inding techniques by
being involved with the final assembly andtesting.

to training. Organisations are increasingly providing training for less experienced staff rather
than attempting to recruit scarce and expensive
experts. However, many of the required skills
cannotbe gained just from formal education and
training, but have to be based on knowledge
gained from experience. Networks and networkmanagement tools are now so diverse thatit is
unlikely that a network technician joining an
organisation will have experience of all of the
network equipment in use. The length of time
required for a technician to becomefully familiar
with a network and competent to handle all
network problems and configuration changes is
growing. An extreme example is provided by
Citicorp s International Communications Center in
NewYork. The network operations manager told
us that the time required for a technician to
become fully conversant with all of Citicorp s

© Butler
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systems and procedures had increased from six
monthsfive years ago to two years today. This is
because Citicorp has used several customised
network-management tools and these have
undoubtedly led to the greatly increased training
times.

Several organisations have successfully overcome
the shortage of skilled staff by recruiting and
training graduate trainees to supplement their
existing technical experts. They have found that
the learning period for graduatesis not appreciably
longer than that for skilled network technicians,
provided that they are introduced gradually to the
various types of equipment. Graduate trainees are
usually first assigned for several months to carry
out tasks that require low-level technical skills
such asinstalling terminals. They may also spend
periods working on the help desk, providing operations support, collecting performance-monitoring
data, and preparing managementreports. As they
gain more experience and technical knowledge,
they can then be used to providethefirst level of
technical support, resolving the problemsthat the
user-support staff cannot handle, and passing on
the few remaining really difficult problemsto the
fully trained technical specialists.

Most network managers already providetheirstaff
with some form of technical training. Obviously,
the introduction of new equipmentrequirestraining for those who use it and the information it
provides. Basic technicaltrainingis also provided
for user-support staff so they can taken on some
of the tasks previously performed by technical
specialists. However, the past emphasis on technical skills has encouraged the development of
highly skilled but very specialised staff who have
little interest in nontechnical areas. Suchstaff are
often accused of focusing too much on the technology and of being unable to communicate with
users or to understand business issues. In many
cases, this is a perfectly valid criticism because
most of the individuals concerned have received
no guidance or training to cope with anything
other than technology problems.

Thus, training is also required to enable technical
specialists to understandother aspects of IT and
to gain an understanding of business requirements.

From now on, networkspecialists will be involved

with highly integrated IT systems, and a detailed
knowledge of one particular narrow technical
discipline will no longerbe sufficient. For example,
an understanding of networking, computing, and
databases is required to evaluate the potential
benefits and drawbacksof a distributed-database
system.

Systems departments can help networkspecialists
to develop broaderskills by:

Providing overview courses on areas such as
major applications and database technology.
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Encouraging the temporary assignment of
specialists to another IT area. (Organising the
systems department by function instead of
technical speciality will make it easier to do
this.)

Arranging for technical staff to work for a
period of time in the business areas.

Thetraining requirements described above can be
satisfied only by committing substantial resources
to training. Someof the training costs will be offset
by reductionsin staff costs resulting from the use
of less-experienced (and less-expensive) staff.
However, the training budgets for some networkmanagementfunctions will need to be increased
significantly. Network managers must recognise
that, without the appropriate investment in
training and developing people, much of the investment in tools and technology will be wasted.

PROVIDING CAREER PATHS

The high level of specialisation amongst communications staff has made it difficult to provide
them with opportunities for career development.
Lack of suitable career paths can increase staff
turnover because communications specialists
may
leave if they see no prospects of promotion or
career developments. Providing training
programmesof the type outlined above will help
to
open up new Career opportunities, either elsewhere in the systems department or in
the
business.

We recommend that all network managers
consider carefully how they could offer more
careeradvancementopportunities to their staff.
Specific
actions that can be taken are:
Create individual career-development plans
for those who wish to advance into management positions.

Adopt salary scales that allow for pay
increases without promotion.

Use specialist staff to monitor technolo
gy
trends and implement state-of-the-ar
t

systems.

Thecase history in Figure 3.4 illustrates how
one
company overcame the shortage of skilled staff
by
changingits recruitment policy and by encou
raging existing staff to transfer to different areas
of
the network-management function.
USING TOOLS TO SUPPLEMENT STAFF

At present, skilled network-management staff
spend much of their time interpreting and crosschecking the cryptic messages and reports
produced by network-managementtools. Over the
next few years, there will be gradual improvements
in the tools available, particularly in the greater

use of automation and expert systems. These
developments will mean that less experienced

staff will be able to operate the tools. The likely

improvements in network-management tools. are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

We have demonstrated that the shortage in
specialist technicalskills can be alleviated by using
external experts (particularly from equipment
suppliers), by providing training to develop the
required skills, by providing career developmen
t

paths for network-managementstaff, and by using

network-managementtools that will increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of the staff that are
available. Another method of overcomingtheskills
shortage is to subcontract all or part of the network-management function, as we now discuss
.

SUBCONTRACT WHERE POSSIBLE

An increasing number of PTTs, comp
uter
suppliers, and third-party network suppliers
now
provide services for managing corporate widearea
data networks, andit is likely that more suppl
iers
will enter this market during the next few
years.
Many network managers may think that
their
organisations will never relinquish control of
their
Figure 3.4

Career-development paths help to overcome
the shortage of skilled staff

In mid-1986, a Majormultinational oil company wasexp
eriencing
an annual turnoverof communicationsstaff in excess of
30 per
cent. Inflexible central grading and Salarystructures
made
recruitmentverydifficult. Skilled staff were leaving becaus
e they

Saw few opportunities for advancementand could obtain
higher
salaries elsewhere. =
ee

The network manager was spending a large proport
ion of his
time on recruitmentcampaignsaimedat employing
experienced,
Qualified staff. This approach was not successful, so
he decided
to concentrate on recruiting less-experiencedstaff.
Since then,
communicationsstaff have beenselected onthe basis
of their
potential skills, rather than their existing skills. About
half of them

are graduate trainees.

=

oe

Staff joining the network-managementteamno
w have to spend
between oneto three years in several different
sections. All

inexperienced staff start in the Operations
area.

Existing staff are also encouraged to move on to newacti
vities.

For example, most network-operations staff
are encouraged to

Move into sections such as network planning and
design. Ninety
per cent have chosento doso.Staff can normally only
become
supervisorsin the operations area afterthey have
had planning
experience.(In many organisations, network-planni
ng and design
activities are performed by staff with
higher academic
qualifications, usually a degree; network technicians
usually do
Rot have such qualifications and so have few
opportunities to
change roles or advance their careers.).

Thesepolicies have led to improved morale
and teamwork, and

have reduced staff turnover considerably.
A somewhat

unexpected benefit was the improved
relationships between
network designers and network technicians.
Transferring staff

betweenthe two areashasled to a better unders
tanding of each
area s goals and priorities. Also, planningstaff
are able to gain
superv
isory experience at an earlier stage in
their careers.
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networks. However, many organisations are
already using value-added network services and
managed data-network services. They have
already entrusted part of their network-management function to a third party. Figure 3.5 describes
how the Corporation of Lloyd s in London bases

a major network on IBM s Managed Network
Service.

There is still a major role for an organisation s
network manager even when the network-management function has been subcontracted. Instead of
controlling internal staff, the network manager
monitors the performance of the service provider
and acts as a focal point for translating business
requirements into network-service specifications.
This latter activity requires both technical and
business understanding and cannot be undertaken
by a supplier.
Figure 3.5

Subcontracting network services does not
mean losing control

The Corporation of Lloyd's provides services to membersof the
Lloyd's insurance market in London. Oneof the newest computer and networkservices, the London Market Networkis based
on IBM s Managed Network Service. However,the corporation
controls the use of the service becauseit believes that IBM cannot
understand the members needsaswell as the corporation can.
Thus, Lloyd s staff provide the help-desk facilities, act as an
interface for reporting faults and requesting changesto IBM, and
gather performancestatistics. Lloyd's is investing in networkmanagementtools and is developing its own systems to provide user support.
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Use of a third-party network-managementservice
should be considered if the following conditions

apply:

Restrictions on investment in tools and on
salary scales for communications staff make
it impossible to meet required servicelevels.

Thelimited size of the network means that
the cost of meeting the required servicelevels
is excessive.

The third-party service provider can deliver
the required service at a reasonable cost.

The last condition is crucial. Network-management service providers face the same difficulties
and problemsas an internal network-management
function. Theytoo will find it difficult and expensive
to provide a high-quality service. Foundation
members considering using a third-party supplier
must check that the service offered meets the
criteria described in this report. Experience has
shown that once an organisation has committed
itself to a third-party service, it is very difficult
and expensive to reverse the process.

In this chapter we have shown how network
managers can makethebest use of the scarce skills
that are available. However, having the optimum
mix ofskills, training programmes, career-development paths, and use of external resourcesis not
sufficient in itself. It is also necessary to set up
network-management procedures that can cope

with the constantly changing environment of
corporate networks.
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for a changing environment

Procedures are particularly important for network-managementactivities. Without adequate
and well-documented procedures, the constant
pressures to fix faults immediately and implement
changes at short notice can lead to silly mistakes
being made. Good network-management_procedures reduce thelikelihood of staff missing out
steps or taking them in the wrong order, even
whenthey are very busy. The main benefits of
network-management procedures are that they:

Prevent wasted time. Inexperiencedstaff are
not left wondering what to do next. Also, the
amountof duplicated effort will be reduced
becauseit is less likely that two people will
work on the same task simultaneously and
not know that each other is doingso.
Provide audit trails. The actions taken will
be
recorded in a log so that, where necessary,
another memberof staff can see what
has
previously taken place. This is vital in shift
operations to ensure continuity in follo
wing
up faults.

Allow different membersof staff to
perform
the same tasks. Ensuring that all
networkmanagementstaff follow a set proc
edure in
performing a task means, for exam
ple, that
theyall understand whya piece of
equipment
has been configured in a certain
way. Set
procedures will also ensure that
someone
does not install a performance-moni
toring
program that no one else know
s how to

operate.

Ensure tasks are not neglected.
The procedures should specify the frequenc
y at which
tasks such as measuring circuittransmission
parameters, reviewing network
utilisation
and response times, and calculat
ing network
availability should be carried out.
The current network-management
procedures in
many organisations are inadequate,
incomplete,
or not fully documented. Often, the
procedures
have been developed on an ad hoc basi
s and have
not kept up with changesin circuit and
equipment
technology, tools, or network size. Howe
ver, this
report is not the right medium for
providing
detailed proceduresfor all network-mana
gement
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activities. (Procedures for most network manag
ementactivities are provided in Kornel Terpl
an s
book, Communications Networks Manag
ement,
which is listed in the bibliography.) Rathe
r, we
wish to draw members attention to the
areas of
network management where we belie
ve that
many organisations haveeither not recog
nised the
impact of key trends that are changing the netwo
rkmanagement environment or have negle
cted to
implement adequate procedures.

New procedures are required for:

Resolving faults, particularly to take accou
nt
of the trend towards a lower frequency
of
fault occurrence, but a higher proportion
of
extremely difficult-to-solve faults.
Monitoring the performance of networks.
Without accurate performance measures,
it
is impossible to manage networks effectivel
y.
Handling the ever-increasing numberof chang
es
that have to be made to corporate networks.

Managingvoice and local area networks. Most
network managers realise they need
to
manage their wide-area data networks.
The
problems of managing other types of
networks can bejust as pressing.

Applyingpressure to suppliers to ensure
they
deliver a better service.

Eachareais discussed in turn in this
chapter.

NEW TECHNIQUES ARE REQUIRED FOR
RESOLVING FAULTS

A commonsituation that can occur if there
are no
set procedures forresolving network fault
s is that
one expert carries much of the burden andhi
s or
her knowledgeis not passed onto other
staff. In
a major US pharmaceutical company,
the use of
data networking within the headquarterssi
te had
grown rapidly. One particular comm
unications
engineer had developed the data-netwo
rking plans,
installed andtested theinitial equipmen
t, and was
involvedin fixing mostof the faults that
occurred.
Asthe network grew, this engineer was
promoted
to the position of data-communicati
ons manager
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with primary responsibility for planning the future
growth of the network. Two new technicians were
hired to relieve him of his day-to-day operational
activities. Six monthslater, the newly promoted

data-communications manager could frequently

be found fixing the most difficult faults. The
technicians did their best to learn, while keeping
out of his way, but they were frustrated because
he did not have the time to explain how he set
about solving any but the most simple faults.
There were no written procedures to help the
technicians, and they began to feel that they were
not doing a worthwhile job. Meanwhile, the datacommunications manager was complaining that
the only time that he could do his planning work
was in the evenings or at weekends.

The above experience demonstrates the value of
a well-documented set of proceduresfor resolving
network faults. Fault resolutionis still one of the
most important and most time-consuming network-managementactivities, so part of our research
concentrated on identifying trends in the frequency
and nature of networkfaults. We also assessed the
impact these trends would haveon fault-handling
procedures.
TRENDS IN FAULT PATTERNS

During our research we attempted to obtain quantitative data on trends in network faults and we
sought network managers and suppliers opinions
about this subject. Our overall findings and conclusions are summarised in this section of the
report. The detailed results of the survey we
carried out are contained in the Appendix.
Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain much
numeric data because most of the organisations
we surveyed do not analyse their fault statistics.
(However, several told us that they were in the
process of installing a fault-reporting software
package that would provide fault statistics.) Two
main trends have beenidentified by the network
managers and suppliers we spoke with:

Most respondentsin all the countries surveyed had
noticed the trend towards an increase in the
average time required to resolve a fault. Reasons
cited for this trend were greater network complexity and the resultantdifficulties of diagnosing
the causes of faults. The minority of respondents
whosaid that their average fault-resolution time
was decreasing commented that this was due
either to the use of better tools or to the fact
that the network-management team now had
experience of resolving most of the faults that
could occur. However, webelieve that the trends
identified by the majority of respondents will
continue over the next few years because:

Organisations will increasingly benefit from
the long-term investments being made by
PTTsin newer, morereliable technology such
as optical-fibre transmission links anddigital
switching. As these technologies are deployed
in public networks, the quality of network
circuits should increase.

Equipmentsuppliers and the PTTs will provide more automated fault-recoveryfacilities,
which will prevent some faults from
occurring and will allow minor faults to be
fixed quickly.

Asa consequence, and as networks grow in
size and complexity, the proportion of hardto-solve faults will increase. These faults will
have obscure causes and may take several
days to diagnose.

These trendsareillustrated in Figure 4.1. Figure
4.2 overleaf shows the way in which webelieve
Figure 4.1
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The number of faults per user is decreasing,
and in some organisations even the total
number of network faults is decreasing.

The first trend was more noticeable in those
countries where digital circuits and equipment are
now in widespread use. Most network managers
believe that digital circuits are more reliable than
analogue circuits. They did comment, however
that digital circuits seemed to go through a
settling-in period after installation during which
they tendedto fail more often. Another comment
made by several network managers was that a
digital circuit would operate for months without
a single failure, but that several failures would
then occur within a short period.
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Future distribution of fault-resolution times

Number of
network faults

other minor faults. Providing nontechnical staff
with automated assistance should reduce the
probability of this happening.

Make provision for lengthy breakdowns
As the average fault-resolution time becomes

Easy to solve faults; can often be

longer, network managers should ensure that they

resolved by automated process

Very difficult faults, often

involving complex interface

problems; little can be done

to cut resolution time

t

Time to resolve
fault (days)

fault-resolution times will be distributed in the
future. Faults will tend to polarise into those that
are easy and quick to diagnose and repair, anda
smaller number that are very hard, and take a long
time, to diagnose. The consequence is that most
of the fault-resolution effort will go on fixing the
difficult faults.
RESOLVING FAULTS

The procedures for resolving network faults
should clearly take accountof these trends. In
particular, the procedures should encourage the
use
of automated tools and should make provision
for
the fact that there will, on occasion, be lengt
hy
breaks in the network service. They shoul
d also
specify clear rules for deciding whento pass
the
responsibility for resolving a fault to staff with
the
next level of technical expertise. Finall
y, the
procedures should specify the analyses
that need
to be carried out in order to identify any
trends
in network faults.

Encourage automation
Thepolarisation of faults shown in Figur
e 4.2 complements the recommendation we made
in the
previous chapter that as many faults
as possible
should be resolved by nontechnical staff
. Usersupport and help-desk staff should be
able to fix
most of the easy-to-solve problems,
leaving the
technical specialists free to concentr
ate on the
obscure, difficult problems. The moreuseth
atis
made of automated tools for identifyin
g and resolving networkfaults, the greater the numb
erof
faults that can be handled by nontechn
ical helpdesk staff.

When a major fault does occur, it is important
that
the technical experts are not diverted from
the

task at hand by requests to assist with solving

havefallback plansfor the times when there will
be lengthy interruptions to the network services,
Theseplans will specify the back-up procedures
in the event of a lengthy breakdownat a network
node or on a network link. Most major networks
contain alternative routes that can be used, and
someof the equipmentat the main network nodes
is usually duplicated. However, it may be too
expensiveto duplicate single routes to small sites,
and in this situation it may be necessary to provide
dial-up facilities for emergency use. The type of
back-up provided should depend upontheestimatedprobability of a failure, the cost of the backup facility, and the terms of the service-level
agreement.

Most systems departments have back-up plansf
or
recovering from a major disaster such as a computer-centre fire. In addition, it is worthwhile
spending sometime considering the effect
of less
dramatic network failures on small group
s of
users, particularly when negotiating service-leve
l
agreements. The back-upfacilities should then
be
selected on the basis of this analysis. A majoro
il
company, for example, has a policy that a failur
e
should not affect more than half the terminal
users in any department. The only exceptionsare
at very small sites where this policy would not
be
economic.

Back-up facilities are only useful if they work
whentheyare required. All standby equipment,
circuits, and procedures should therefore be
tested regularly.

Specity fault-escalation procedures
There should be clear procedures for deciding if
a fault is beyond the competenceof the help-desk
staff to solve, and for passing it on to the most
appropriate technical specialists. The best way of
achievingthis is to specify timelimits for attempts
to solve a problem beforeit is passed on to a higher
authority. This is particularly true for the help
desk. Help-desk staff should also be given clear
rules for deciding who to pass the problem onto.
The procedures should also specify whenthefirst
level of technical support should pass on the
problem to in-house specialists. In turn, they
should also be provided with rules for deciding
whento involve the equipment suppliers, and the
procedures for doingthis.

Analyse trends
Identifying the causes of transient and intermittent faults is very difficult because the faults
appear to correct themselves and the symptoms

i
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disappear. A similar fault may not occurfor days,

weeks, or even months, by which time the
network-management staff are likely to have
forgotten about the previous occurrence of the
fault. What is required is a comprehensive problem-tracking and fault-reporting system that
allows network-management staff to monitor
trends in the occurrence of faults.

In addition, identifying trends in the occurrence
of error messages can be helpful in pinpointing
potential faults before they actually occur. For
example, a network technician might become
aware of an increased numberof a certain type
of error message. By referring back to a similar
situation in the past, he or she might be able to
inform their managerthat,
The last time we had
this numberof this type of error message there
was a processor overload a few days later . The
technicians in one network-management centre
we visited, had asked their systems department
to write a program to count the occurrences of
alarm messages by type and by network location.
The summary reports produced by the program
indicate potential faults in the network.

Identifying trends in fault and alarm messagesis
one of the few methods that network managers
can use to anticipate networkfailures. However,
muchuseful information can also be gained from
systematically measuring the performance of the
network.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING SHOULD
NOT BE NEGLECTED

Manyof the automated network-managementtools
available today provide large volumes of networkperformance data. However, the data is produced
in a form thatis unintelligible to nontechnicians,
and requires much manipulation to produce
meaningful performance-monitoring information.
We were not surprised to find, therefore, that
many network managers have neglected performance monitoring because of the lack both of
adequate tools andofstaff time to process the raw
data.

Without an effective means of monitoring the
performanceof its networks, the network-management function cannot monitor trends in faults or
the performance of individual equipment suppliers. The lack of adequate performance measures
meansthat some organisations do not know what
the availability of their networkis. Indeed, some
organisations are unclear about how to measure
overall availability correctly. In other organisations, the lack of performance measurement
meansthat the network-management team cannot
anticipate the need for additional capacity; their
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networks are upgraded only after users have
complained about poor response times.
THE NEED FOR PERFORMANCE MONITORING

As with any other business activity, a good ruleof-thumb for network managers is you cannot
manage what you cannot measure . Without ade-

quate performance measures, network managers

do not know if the performanceof their networks
and staff is improving or deteriorating. Thereis
no quantitative basis for justifying furtherstaff or
investment in new tools. Lack of performance
data also meansthatit is more difficult to convince
senior management that the network-management team is doing a good job. Senior managers
will still hear about complaints from disgruntled
users, but will not be aware, for example, that the
network-management function is handling x per
cent more users and y per cent more equipment

changes, even though there are two vacant
positions that have not beenfilled for three
months.

Accurate data about response timescan also help
to resolve disputes between users and networkmanagementstaff. Without accurate data, users
are inclined not to believe the network-management staff. More importantly, they will not
acknowledge when an improvement in response
timesis achieved. In fact, they will often continue
to complain about the performance of the network, even after improvements have been made.
Network-performance measuresare essential where
there are service-level agreements for the provision of network services because network
managers must be able to demonstrate that they
are meeting the termsof the agreements. Indeed,
part of their remuneration may depend on demonstrating that they are complying with the agreements. Conversely, service-level agreementswill
have little credibility with users if they are not
backed up by data comparing the actual performance against the set criteria. The statistics
might even show that the performance of the
network-managementfunction exceeds the targets
specified in the service-level agreements, thereby
enhancing the standing of the network manager
and his team.

The network manager at a major insurance company told usthat the lack of network-performance
data todayis similar to the situation for computer
systems 10 years ago (the individual concerned
has a data processing background). After a few
months in his present job, he asked for a series
of monthly performance reports to be produced.
Two examples are shown overleaf in Figure 4.3.
These charts show that the number of faults and
the average time to clear faults were reduced
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Examplesof trend-analysis graphs

Number
of faults

Feb

Mar

Average

April

May

June

July

Aug

time to
clear faults
(hours)*

Mar

Records not kept before August

April

considerably in August and Septembe
r respectively. The network manager attributed
these
reductions to his staff s responses to
the performance charts. The graphic representati
on of
the numberof faults and the time take
n to clear
faults caused British Telecom to give
more
attention to fixing faults.
It is important to present performa
nce data
clearly. Graphs such as those shown in
Figure 4.3
are mucheasier for users and senior mana
gement
to understand because they show trends rathe
r than
discrete numbers. Trend graphs can also be
useful
if there are peculiar circumstances that caus
e the
network-managementfunction to fail to meet
its
service-level agreement targets in a parti
cular
month. A graph showing the complete annu
al
picture will place the adverse performancein one
month into perspective.
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Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

BENEFITS OF PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Few, if any, automated network-management
tools producetrend graphs similar to those shown
in Figure 4.3. Asa consequence, network managers
either use manual analyses to producesuitable
performancestatistics or have developed their
ownspreadsheetapplications. The few network
managers wetalked with who had madethe effort
to produce comprehensive performance analyses
said that it took several days every month to
prepare the statistics. They believed, however,

that the effort was well worthwhile because the

analyses allowed them to:

Change the opinions of user and senior
management about network performance.

Identify areas of concern and improve the
network-management team s knowledge
about the performance of the networks.
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Put pressure on suppliers to improve their

performance.

Set realistic targets for service-level agreements.

IMPROVED TECHNIQUES ARE REQUIRED
FOR HANDLING NETWORK CHANGES

One of the most important network-management
activities is to manage the changesthat take place
to the network
adding new users, moving the
equipmentof existing users, providing additional
capacity or features for existing users, upgrading
network software or hardware, and so on. Constant
changeis a fact oflife for network managers. The
advice of the systems managerat Credito Emiliano
(an Italian banking, finance, leasing, and factoring
organisation) is that network managers should
never regard the network as having a steadystate . Clearly, as the number of network users
grows so too will the numberof changes to the
network.
TRENDS IN CHANGES

As Figure 4.4 shows, some Foundation members
reported that the number of changes was increasing at a faster rate than the numberofusers.
Network managers are also being pressured by
their users to carry out changes more quickly.
Sometimes, network managers receive less than
a week s notice of an impending office move and
are expected to completeall the necessary work
between 5pm on Friday and 9am on Monday. In
some cases, the short notice is due to lack of
Figure 4.4

Someorganisations report that network
changesare increasing faster than
network users

Organisation s
industry sector

Annual change
in wide-area
data-network
users
+20%

Annual growth
in volume of
network
changes
25%

Se
100%"
20%

SCE
RE a
NUTTEET
eo

os =

+200ee eae
+ 25%

Transport

A decrease in business due to the October 1987

slump in share prices has resulted in a decline in the
number of users, but a large increase in network-

change activity due to subsequent re-organisations

This company expects to move between 20 and 25 per
cent of all network users each year. Ten per cent
growth in change volume, therefore, indicates faster
growth in change activity than in the number of users
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foresight by user departments, although the users
themselves do not always receive much notice of
an impending move. In general, network-management staff meet the tight deadlines, although it
can lead to much overtime being worked.
However, where the changes require new equipmentor parts to be ordered, the network-management function often cannot meet the users
required deadlines. The lead times for ordering
new equipment, or additional circuit boards for
existing equipment, or new circuits or exchange
lines, are usually between four and eight weeks
although several months is not uncommon.
Network managerstold us that their users often
find such delays frustrating and difficult to
understand.

A large proportion of network faults occur
immediately after network changes have been
made, particularly major network-configuration
changes and software upgrades. The complexity
of many networks can mean that a change
uncoversa latent fault or creates a problem that
is not immediately apparent. (At one of our focus
groups, one Foundation memberreportedthat, for
this reason, his organisation did not carry out
major network-reconfiguration work unless it was
absolutely necessary; few organisations have the
freedom to operate in this way, however.)
The trend towards changesthat needto be carried
out at short notice reflects the growth both in
network use and the importance of networks to
the business. The network manager s objective
should be to carry out the increasing number of
changes with minimal disruption to users and
without an increasein staff numbers. Some techniques for achieving this objective are described
below.
HANDLING THE CHANGE WORKLOAD

Managing network changes means that changes
are coordinated and planned, rather than implemented hastily to respond to urgent user requests.
The management procedures required depend on
the type of change and its complexity
moving
other
the
to
office
an
of
oneside
from
a terminal
requires far less preparation thaninstalling new
multiplexors on the backbone network. Based

on our discussions with experienced network

managers, we recommendthe following guidelines
for managing network changes:

Create a database containing a comprehensive
inventory of network components and a description of the network configuration.

Evaluate change requests as they are
received and assign them the appropriate

priority.
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Assess the potential impact of major changes
on the networkandits users.

Always test the changes thoroughly before
they are implemented.

Expect the changes to cause networkfailures.

The reasons for these guidelines are described
below.

Create a comprehensive inventory and
configuration database
Without a comprehensiverecord of the equipment
already used in the network, and the wayit is
configured, it is impossible to carry out changes
efficiently and effectively. For example, to determine whether adding a new terminal or telephone
extension requires additional hardware in the
multiplexor, cluster controller, or PABX, it is
necessary to know if there

are spare ports

available. Similarly, when planning an office move
it is necessary to have an inventory ofall the communications equipment to be moved and where
it is currently located. One wayof obtaining the
information is to visit each site and carry out a

survey. However,site surveys are time-consumi
ng

because someone must physically inspect all the
equipment and makea written record. In addition,
considerable time may be required to travel to
remotesites.

However, as the volume of network changes
increases, the network-management team will
need
to ensure that it has ready access to complete
and
up-to-date inventory information. There
will be
insufficient time for a quicksite visit to check
that
the inventory records are up to date. An effec
tive
way of overcoming these difficulties is to maint
ain
an inventory database. Manyorganisatio
ns have
developed some form of network-inventory
database, often using a PC-based package
such as
dBase III or Focus. Others have
purchased
sophisticated inventory-control packa
ges from
computer suppliers or independent
software
houses.

The inventory database should also
contain
information about spare equipment and
excess
capacity. In an emergency, it might, for
example,
be useful to know that spare equipmen
t in Dusseldorf could be used to solve a problem
in the
Frankfurt office. For larger networks,
the inventory system should be able to record the
fact
that spare equipment has been reserved
for
planned changes. This will prevent a memb
er of
the network-management team whois not
aware
of the impending changes from using the spar
e
equipment for another purpose.

A good inventory databasewill also store information about the network configuration so that
network-management staff can easily determine

whichcircuits, equipment, and cabling are linked
together. More sophisticated change-management
packages can even automatically produceorders
for suppliers and weekly lists of tasks to
be
performed by network technicians.

Althoughin-house PC-based inventory datab
ases
have provided benefits, they may notbe able
to
handle the large amounts of information that
network-management teams now need to maintain. We recommend, therefore, that Foundation
members should review their present inventory

systems. Check how often the inventory infor-

mation is out of date or how frequently equip
ment
installers find they do not have all the components
required to complete a job on thefirst visit. Asses
s
howtheexisting inventory system and procedures
would cope with a 50 percent increase in the
numberof workstations and ancillary equipment
attached to the data network, and a 60 to 70 per
cent increase in the volume of network chang
es.

For most organisations, the cost of creating a
comprehensive inventory database will be repaid
in avery short time. As we show in Chapter5,
the
inventory and configuration database will be
at
the heart of future automated network-manage-

ment systems.

Assign priorities
Most network managers havelimited staff available to carry out changes, so all requests
for
changes should be evaluated as soon as they
are
received to estimate the resources required
and
to assign a priority to the work. If the networkmanagement team believes that the requested
deadline cannot be met, the originator of
the
request should be notified as soon as possible
and
given a realistic implementation date. Either
a
paper-based or, preferably, a computer-based
change-control system will allow the installers
to
plan their workload and to check that suppliers
deliver on time.

Assess the impact of changes
When planning a major change to a netwo
rk, it is
good managementpractice to assess the
impact
that the changes might have on the networkits
elf
and on the computer systems that
use the
network. Questions that should be aske
d during
an impact analysis include:
Which groups of users need to be notif
ied
about the change?

Will the change affect response times
adversely?

Is the change scheduledto coincide with
the
running of critical applications?

Is the change scheduledfor a time that
will
cause least disruption to users?
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Are contingency plans required if the work
cannot be completed during the planned

period?

Are there potential interface or software
incompatibilities?

Answers to these questions will help to determine
the correct timing for the changes andto allocate
the resources required to complete all the tasks.
The objective of the impact analysis is to minimise
the chance of unanticipated problems occurring
when the change is implemented.
Test the changes thoroughly
The need to test major changes thoroughly before
they are implemented can easily be overlooked.
A complete test plan should be devised before
making major changes to the network configuration or software. The test plan will ensure
that network-managementstaff check, for example,
that routeing tables have been correctly updated.
It is also necessary to check that interfaces,
particularly less common ones, work in the same
mannerafter a software or hardware upgrade has
been carried out. A special software routine
written for a particular interface may not be
included in the new version of the software.
Although suppliers will have tested any software
or hardware before it is supplied, the tests are
unlikely to have duplicated the organisation s
exact network configuration. Often suppliers can
provide routines for testing their products after
they have been installed.

Some organisations purchase additional equipment that is used just for testing purposes. One
of the top four UKclearing banks, operates a large
X.25 network, based on Plessey/Telenet network
switches. With the exception of British Telecom,
the bank uses moreof this type of equipment than
any other UK organisation. It has installed a spare
network switch whichis used to test new software
versions before they are implemented. Even with
this precaution, there havestill been a few
occasions when network faults have occurred as
a result of a software upgrade.
Expect failures
The above example shows that even the bestplanned changes can cause network failures.
Network managers should not assume that a
change has been completed until it has been used
for sometime in an operational environment. This
meansthat the network-management team should
be ready to respond immediately if faults occur
after a change has been implemented. In some
casesit will be prudent for network-management
staff to remain on-site ready to assist users and
resolve any minor problemsas they occur.
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In addition, the help desk should be awareof the
changes that have been madeso they can look out
for any problems that might be related to the
changes.

VOICE AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKSWILL
ALSO NEED CLOSE ATTENTION

In Chapter 1 we commented that most network
managers tend to concentrate on managing their
wide-area data networks. However, considerable
changesare also occurring in the areas of voice
and local area networks, and the growing
problems of managing these types of network can
easily be overlooked. In ourinitial questionnaire
we asked Foundation members about their net-

work-managementconcerns. Their responses are

summarised in Figure 4.5. Wide-area data networks are clearly a concern for most members,
with more than two-thirds of the respondents
rating them as needing improvementor as a major
concern. However, only half of the respondents
rated the managementof local area networks in
the same way. There is much less concern about
the management of voice networks, with more
than half the respondentsrating it as not being a
problem or a minor concern. (Australian members
were much more concerned about voice-network
management, however, due to the distances
involved.) There are four main reasons why network managers in general are much more concerned about the managementof their wide-area
data networks:

The rapid growthin data networking means
that data networks currently cause more
problems than the other types of network.

Thereis almost no growth in the number of
voice-network users. Moreover, if the voice

Figure 4.5

Foundation members are more concerned
about the management of wide-area data

networks than other types
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The figure showsthe proportions of respondents who expressed
each level of concern for managing the different types of network

(Source: Butler Cox survey)
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networkfails, telephone users can always use
the public network. It is therefore not usually
necessary to provide a voice network that has
very high availability.

In some European countries, much of the
managementof voice networks (and PABXs)
is still controlled by the PTT.

Local area networks are only now beginning
to be widely used and be connected to corporate networks. Up to now, the performance
of smaller local area networks has not been
a problem, and they have required little
managementattention after they have been
installed.

Webelieve that the situation is changing, however, and that network managerswill need to give
greater attention to voice and local area networks.
In our consultancy work, we haveidentified several
voice-management problemsthat many network
managers are not yet aware of. In addition, the
management of large local area networks is now
too complex for users to handle on their own.
VOICE-NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Many network managers fail to recognise that
voice-networking problemsexist within their organisations. This is due partly to the lack of suita}
ie
network-management tools and partly to the
fact
that many of the problemsare not immediatel
y
obvious. A common problem concerns the
inadequateprovision of telephone-answeringfacilit
ies
in customer-service departments. Organisation
s
are handling an increasing proportion of custo
mer
orders and enquiries via the telephone, often
with
customer-service departments set up specif
ically
to handle telephone queries. In organisation
s such
as insurance companies and other financ
ial institutions, departmental managers frequently
underestimate the volume ofcalls that will
be received.
As a consequence, the telephone-answering
service is poor and no attempt is made to
monitor the
volumesof calls being received. Inevit
ably, customers begin to complain when they
find that the
organisation s telephones are constantly
engaged.
The departmental managers often
blame. the
switchboard operators for not handling
the calls
quickly enough. However, the problemis
usually
caused by insufficient customer-service
staff to
handle the volumesof calls. Callers are
placed on
hold while waiting to speak to a customer-s
ervice
representative, which ties up the excha
nge lines
and prevents other callers from getting
through.

Webelieve that many organisations will
need to
pay much moreattention to the quality of
their
customertelephoneservice. Organisations such
as
airlines and mail-order companies use specialise
d
telephone equipment called automatic call
distributors to handle customercalls effectively and
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to monitor the level of service being provi
ded,
Network managers need to provide more advic
e
and guidance to line managers about
what is
available in this area.
:

The most commontype of voice network-management tools (call loggers) are used primarily
to
determine howcosts should be rechargedt
o users,
However, the majority of organisations
rarely
monitor their telephone usage or even check
the
PTT s invoices. Sometimes, network manag
ers are
not entirely to blame for this situation.
In the
Netherlands, for example, some companies
have
to wait for up to a yearfor a voice-traffic study
to be carried out because the PTT does not
have
sufficient call-logging systems to meet deman
d.

Wefind the lack of attention to managing
voice
networks to be surprising because voice
-communicationscosts are about four times highe
r than
data-communications costs in most organisati
ons.
Yet most European organisations spend farles
s
effort on controlling voice costs, even thou
gh
effective management can yield substantia
l
savings. One UK companyinstalled two
new
private circuits between two ofits offices.
Nine
months later the company discovered that
the
new circuits had not been entered in the PABX
routeing tables. Thus, the circuits were not
being
used because the PABX wasnot aware of
their
existence.

Webelieve, therefore, that network managers
should review their procedures for manag
ing
voice networks and should determine where more
effort or new tools are necessary.

LOCAL AREA NETWORK MANAGEMENT

The numberof local area networks installed
is
increasing steadily, as is the size of such netwo
rks.
Someorganisations now connect local area networks to their corporate wide-area data netwo
rks,
which means that the local network shoul
d be
subjected to the same control procedures for
security and change management as any
other
network component.

In addition, many user departments are
now
finding that local area networks are becoming
too
complex for them to manage themselves, and
they
are seeking support from the network-management function. It is easy to underestimate
the
amountof support that a large local area netwo
rk
installation requires. In particular, error messa
ges
produced by local area network monitors
are
difficult for nontechnicalstaff to interpret.
Also,
user departments cannot rely on the supplier
to
support local area networkinstallations becau
se
many suppliers are not familiar with
all the
technical details of the products they sell.
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An example of the problems that can be caused

by poor management of local area networks is

provided by a companythat began to experience
performance problems with its network about a
year after it wasfirst installed. The cause of the

problem turned out to be a poor network termi-

nation. The fault occurred whenthe network was
originally installed, and was causingthe local area
network to operate at less than 10 per centofits
design throughput. However, previously the network usage was so low that no one was awarethat
a problem existed.
Several tools for monitoring the performance and
usage of local area networks are now available.
Examples include Network General Corporation s
Sniffer product and Excelan s Lanalyser. These
tools are designed for on-site use
they do not
provide remote-diagnostic features. However, there
are a few products that do provide these features.
Examples include DEC s Remote Bridge Management Software, which is used with Ethernet
networks, and IBM s NetView/PCinterface forits
Token Ring networks.

Until a wider range of local area network management tools with remote diagnostic and control
functions becomesavailable, the central networkmanagement function will find it very difficult to
manage remotelocal area networks. There are no
obvious or easy solutions to this problem. However, network managers should adopt the
following procedures in order to improve the
support they provide for local area networks:

Make oneperson in the network-management
team responsible for carrying out regular onsite checks of the performanceof all remote
local area networks.

Test all new local area network products at
the network-managementcentre before they
are installed to ensure they are compatible
with existing hardware and software. Do not
allow user departments to install a product
until the tests are completed.

Establish in-house standards for interfaces
between local area networks and the corporate wide-area data network.

Create standard procedures to be used by
user departments for local area network
management. The procedureswill cover the
maintenance and updating of softwarecontrol tables, which contain details about
the equipment attached to the network and
information about which usersare allowed to
access which equipment and network
services. A nominated user representative
should be trained in how to use the procedures.
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PRESSURE ON SUPPLIERS WILL
IMPROVE THEIR SERVICE

As users demands andpressureson the networkmanagement function increase, network managers
need to increase the pressure on their suppliers
to deliver a better service. User demands for
guaranteedservice levels, faster response times,
and faster network changes should be reflected
in the network-managementfunction s relationships with its suppliers. Thus, the network manager
should be seeking remote-diagnostic facilities,
guaranteed repair times, and penalties for late
delivery from equipment suppliers and PTTs. We
were encouragedto find that several organisations
are beginning to obtain a greater service commitment from their major equipment suppliers.
Some suppliers appear to have recognised that the
levels of service and support they provide will
become major criteria in equipment-selection
exercises.

In general, the PTTs were identified as the most
unresponsive suppliers. Members in France, for
example, reported considerable difficulties in
getting the PTT to repair faults on transmission
lines. France Telecom has no central procedure for
coordinating reports of faults so it can be difficult
to identify who is responsible for repairing a
particular line type. In an extremecase, a failure
on a leased line to a plant in Avignon took one
month to fix. However, in several countries,
including France, members havenoticedsigns that
the service provided by the PTTsis beginning to
improve.

The most useful techniques for improving the
service provided by suppliers are discussed below.
MAKING ONE SUPPLIER RESPONSIBLE FOR
RESOLVING FAULTS

A major difficulty in resolving faults in a multivendor network is deciding which supplier s
equipment is the cause of the problem. Some
suppliers have a tendency to spend moretime on
trying to prove that someoneelse s equipment is
to blame, rather than on solving the problem. This
difficulty can be overcome by making oneof the
suppliers contractually responsible for resolving
all faults, regardless of whetherthe fault is caused
by that supplier s equipment. This supplier will
then respondtoall calls for assistance and will stay
on-site until the fault is repaired.

The supplier chosen to be responsible for resolving
faults will usually be the main network-equipment
supplier. This supplier will have the largest maintenance contract and therefore has moreincentive
to agree to nonstandard contract terms. The contracts with other suppliers should require them to
cooperate with the main supplier.
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TIGHTENING SERVICE GUARANTEES

When a network-management function signs a
service-level agreement with its users, it is committing to provide a minimum level of availability
or a maximum amount of downtime. However,
most suppliers
maintenance contracts only
specify a guaranteed time to respondto a fault call
not a guaranteedtimeto fix the fault. Network
managers must therefore avoid being caught
between the requirementsof their service-level
agreements and the terms of their suppliers

maintenance contracts.

To avoid this difficulty, some large organisations
are beginningto insist that suppliers maintenance
contracts specify a guaranteed time to fix faults.
Suppliers can be pressured into accepting these
harsher terms because maintenance contracts are
a substantial source of revenue for many of them.
(Over 7 per cent of IBM s total revenue comes
from equipment maintenance.)

In some countries (notably the United States and
the United Kingdom)thereis a well-established
third-party maintenance market that may provide
a further incentive for suppliers to agree to more
stringent contract terms.

Some PTTs are now setting internal targets for
repair times as a first step in moving towards
guaranteed repair times. Telecom Australia, for
example, aimsto fix 70 per cent of faults within
four hours. This PTT is also working with some
of
its customers to ensure that their internal servicelevel agreements can be met. Also, British Telecom has recently announced thatit aims to repair
all business-subscriber faults within five hours.

The service performance of suppliers can also
be
improved by including penalty clauses in the
maintenance contract for not meeting guaranteed
delivery dates and by agreeing to pay bonus
es
when work is completed ahead of schedule.

USING PERFORMANCE CHARTS

As mentioned on page 27, performance charts
can
be an effective way of goading suppliers
into
providing a better service, particularly when
the
charts compare the failure rates and average
repair times for different suppliers equipment.
Some organisations display such charts in a
prominentplace like the lobby of the networkcontrol centre. The immediate visual comparison
of the performance of different suppliers gives
each supplier an additional incentive to perform
well.
HOLDING REGULAR REVIEWS

Many network managers hold regular monthly or
quarterly review meetings with their major suppliers. The purposes of these meetings are to:
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Review the progress on outstanding faults,
and determine why some faults may have
taken longer to repair than was necessary,

Inform the supplier of anticipated changes
and makesure that the supplier is aware of
the organisation s priorities for new equipment and network changes.

Usually, both the supplier s main service representative and the account managerattend these
meetings. (The account managerwill of course, be
keen to obtain further sales, so has an incentive
to ensure that persistent problems are solved.)
They both gain a better understanding of the concerns of their customer from the regular review
meetings.

USING ONLINE ACCESS TO SUPPLIERS

Some network-equipment suppliers are now
providing their customers with the ability to
access portions of their internal computerised
service-managementsystem via dial-up communications. Customers can use thesefacilities to:
Report faults.
Order new equipment orcircuits.
Monitor the progress of orders or reported
faults .

The benefit to the customers is that they can
obtain up-to-date and accurate information without having to call the supplier's customer-services
department.

AT&T recently announced that this type of
facility, which it calls NetPartner, will be part of
the telephone-company management system itis
selling to Regional Bell Operating Companies
and
other PTTs. IBM also plans to provide a simila
r
facility as part of its Managed Network Servic
e.
Within the next few years, this type of service is
likely to become a commonfeature provided by
value-added network operators.

DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL RELATIONSHIPS

Sometimes, network managersfind that they are
unable to obtain an adequate response from their
suppliers through theofficial contact channels.
As
a consequence, they develop their own individual
contacts within the suppliers and use these
to

stimulate the required action. Some network

managers told us that this is the only effective
method for obtaining prompt service from
their
PTT, althoughthesituation is improving as
PTTs

are placing more emphasis on customerservice.

However, any such unofficial contact shoul
d be
used with discretion because it bypasses
the
normalcontrols and procedures and can aggravate
relationships with the supplier.

A few network managers deliberately set out
to
recruit people who currently work for their
PTT
or suppliers. They believe that the personal
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contacts these people have will help them to
obtain better service in the future.
Having ensured that the basic network-management proceduresarein place, it is then necessary
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to consider the network-managementtools that
are available. In particular, it must be recognised
that existing tools are inadequate and will remain
so for some time to come. The next chapter
describes this problem in detail.
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Our research confirmed that network managers
are well aware of the inadequacies of existing
network-management tools. Despite there being
a clear needfor better tools, we believe that most
organisations will be unable to purchase a com-

prehensive integrated network-management sys-

tem until well into the 1990s.

In this chapter, wefirst set out the requirements
for an integrated network-management system
and provide a modelofthe ideal system. We then
examine the commercial and technical pressures
that have caused suppliers to respond slowly to the
needfor integrated network-management systems.
The chapter concludes with a review of the progress that is being made and some of the likely
developments.

THE REAL NEED IS FOR AN INTEGRATED
NETWORK-MANAGEMENTSYSTEM

It is importantto recognise the differences and
the
relationships between network-management
tools
and network-management systems. A toolis
a piece
of equipment and/or software that autom
ates at
least part of one or more network-mana
gement
activities. Network-management tools are
usually
associated with particular pieces of comm
unications hardware. A network-management
system
is a combination of network-management
tools
that, together, automate a range of
networkmanagement activities. Ideally, the tools
should
form an integrated system and should worka
cross
different ranges of hardware. We would
classify
mostof the so-called network-management
systems
available today as tools, with the exception
of some
systemsavailable from independent suppliers
such
as Atlantic Research and Avant Garde.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF A NETWORK.
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Most network managers told us they require
an
integrated network-management system inste
ad
of the collection of discrete and incompatible tools
theyare forced to use today. Our research found
that network managers opinions about the most

important features of an ideal network-manage-

ment system are remarkably consistent. Most of

them believe a network-management syste
m
should:
Perform as an integrated whole, even though
the system may consist of several pieces of
equipment and software from different suppliers. The term frequently used to describe
this feature was seamless .
Collect information from, and control, any
network component.

Support the majority, and preferably all,
network-managementactivities.

Minimise duplication of information. Ideally,
there should be no duplication.

Automate routine tasks.

Provide a consistent and easy-to-interpret
user interface.

Display graphically, in realtime, the network s
current configuration and status.

Reduce the expertise or time required to
perform anactivity.
Figure 5.1 shows very similar requiremen
ts
emerging from a study conducted in the Unite
d
States. The only difference from the requiremen
ts
stated aboveis that US network managers would
like the monitoring facilities extended to applications and systems software. Such an exten
sion
is consistent with our view that the networkmanagement function will merge with the

managementof operational computer syste
ms.

The requirements for network-management
systems

are bound to evolve over the next few years
as
advances in technology lead to new netwo
rk
features and new methods of providing
better

systems.

BETTER INFORMATIONIS REQUIRED

Most network-management tools present information such as alarm messages and usagestatis
tics
in terse formats that employ incomprehensibl
e
acronyms. Moreover, each tool uses its own uniqu
e
set of formats and acronyms, which means that
it
is difficult to compare and collate performanc
e
and usage data produced by different tools.
An
added problem is that a parameter (such
as
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Requirementsfor the next generation of
network-management systems

Reduction in technical staff required for network operation.

Each network element monitored by the system.

Better and morestraightforward interface with human operators.

Monitoring extended to systemssoftware, communications software, applications software operation, hardware, and atleast
Level 4 of the OSI model.

(Source: International Resource Development Inc.)

response time) can be defined and measured
differently by different tools. And many of the
warning messages generated when specified
parameters are exceeded often need not be acted
on immediately. The result is that many of the
messages produced by network-management systems are ignored by network operators. Unless the
network operatoris very familiar with the equipment concerned it can be very difficult to interpret
the information produced.

Anotherdifficulty arises because a network fault
may cause alarm messagesto be created by several
tools. Thus, a modem-management system and a
multiplexor-management module may each generate
an alarm message whena circuit fails. Someone
with the appropriate skill has to compare the two
sets of messagescarefully to identify which of the
alarm messages are related. In large networkmanagementcentres, there might be eight or more
sets of alarm messages being generated, which
means there is considerable duplication of the
messages. Also, when a majorfailure occurs a large
number of messages are generated, one for each
symptom. Network operators have to diagnose the
cause of a fault whilst they are being bombarded
with a large number of alarm messages. In some

cases, a network-management tool can generate

up to 100 lines of messages within a minute.

Given the difficulties described above, it is not
surprising that network managers are seeking
a common and easy-to-interpret format for the
output from network-management tools. One
approach is to use graphical displays to represent
network configurations and indicate (usually in
red) where failures have occurred. A pictorial
presentation can be interpreted much more
quickly and from a greater distance than a text
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alarm message. Some multiplexor manufacturers
now provide quite sophisticated graphics-based
network-management tools. One example is the
Integrated Network Manager, shownin Figure 5.2,
available from Infotron Systems.
The benefits provided by better information from
network-managementtools are that it takes less
timeto interpret and cross-correlate information,
and that less training is required before staff can
use a particular tool. In addition, future networkmanagementtools will provide facilities for allowing the base data to be analysed for a variety of
network design, performance monitorpurposes
ing, and the production of customised reports, for
example. Thus, failure messages could be analysed
automatically to produce availability statistics, and
usage data could be formatted so it can be used
by a network-design tool. The result is that network-management staff will be able to spend more
time interpreting data, rather than extracting and
analysing data as they do at present.
AUTOMATION OF NETWORK-CONTROL TOOLS

A large number of messages produced by networkmanagement tools require a standard response
such as resetting a line. Today, the responses are
usually actioned by a network operator, although,
in theory, routines can be set up to generate the
required responses automatically. In the future,
Figure 5.2

The Integrated Network Manager, a
graphics-based network-managementtool
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network-managementtools and systemswill provide much higherlevels of automation.

Even today, some degree of automation can be
achieved. For example, most network-management tools provide facilities for changing the
parameters that trigger alarm messages. The parameter settings should be checked regularly to
ensure that the tool does not generate unnecessarily high volumes of messages. And personal
computers can be programmed to respond automatically to standard messages.

IBM estimates that more than 60 per cent of the
messages displayed by its NetView networkmanagement products could be eliminated if
network-management staff developed special
routines to filter out unnecessary messages and to
generate automatic responses to standard messages. However, these routines need to be written
in a low-level language to produce what are known
as CLISTs. IBM has recognised that many NetView
users do not makebest use of CLIST routines and
nowprovidesa chart describing the functions that
these routines can perform.

Thebenefits of greater automation are reductions
in the routine workload, faster responseto standard,
easily solved, problems, and fewer messages that
have to be considered by network operators. We
suggest that network managers examine whether
greater automation can be achieved today using
existing network-managementtools.
INTEGRATION OF NETWORK-MANAGEMENT TOOLS

At the beginning of our research, several Foundation members asked us to predict when integrated network-management systems would
become available. There are, however, severa
l
different types of integration:

Interworking between the wide-area data
network-management tools provided by
different suppliers.

Providing a network-management system that
covers several activities.

Interworking between tools used with different types of network (voice, wide-area
data, local area, image, and so on).
Gathering information from all the layers of
the seven-layer OSI model.

The functional requirements for network-management systems described earlier in this chapter do
not exclude any of the above typesof integration.
In general, however, network managers equate
integrated network-management systems with the

first three types, and particularly with thefirst
one. Most network managers do not perceive a
need to integrate the tools used with different
types of network. There appearto be two reasons
for the lack of interest in this type of integration:
belief that integrating the different tools
used for managing wide-area data networks
will be difficult enough to achieve, without
adding to the problems. Furthermore, the
tools for voice networks, wide-area data net-

works, and local area networks have very

differentorigins. Voice-network tools focus on
providing information that can be used for
recharging purposes; wide-area data-network
tools focus on identifying and handling faults.
Local area networktools focus on identifying
performance problems. These differenceswill
make it more difficult to integrate the different types of tool.

With the exception ofthe basic transmission
medium, there has beenlittle progress on
integrating voice and data networks. Although
the organisation chart may show that voice
and data networks are now managed together,
there hasbeenlittle integration of the skills
required or of the network-management
activities. Thus, there is little demand for
integrated network-management tools, apart
from those that can be used to control highbandwidth digital transmission systems.

Thefinal type of integration listed above refers to
the OSI framework for network management. This
frameworkenvisages the developmentof networkmanagement protocols that would be used by
applications to pass relevant network-management information up through all seven layers of
the OSI model. Until the protocols (and applications to use them) are developed, networkManagement information will be exchanged
between each layer on bilateral basis.
MODEL OF THE IDEAL SYSTEM

In Chapter2, we defined network management
as
the set of activities required to plan, install,
monitor, and maintain all network components.
Figure 5.3 depicts an integrated network-management system that would support most of these
activities. The model shown in the figure consis
ts
of a series of modules, each of which supports
a
different network-managementactivity. Integr
ation between the different activities is achieved
by using common databases for the network s
inventory and configuration, and for netwo
rk
statistics. These databases are used to provide
relevant information to the different modules.
All
the different network-management tools are
connected to the network components via
a
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standard network-monitoring interface, thereby
ensuring that the tools produce consistent infor-

mation and can interwork with each other.

Most of the data produced by an integrated net-

work-management system requires interfaces to

network components and depends on the quality
of the data that these components provide. The
network-monitoring and control module is by far
the most complex and difficult module to construct because of the wide variety of interfaces it

must support and the functions it must provide.

Providing diagnostic tools for use by network
technicians.

Translating control instructions from tech-

commandformats for
nicians into the correct compone
nt.
each type of network

Interpreting and respondingto certain types
of message automatically.

Providing performance andfault information
to other modules.

The remainderof the modules, excluding perhaps

Eliminating duplicate data produced by dif-

the more complex modelling and capacity-planning module, can be specified and developed in a
similar mannerto any other computer application.

Converting all the data into a few common

gement Systent and
An integrated metworkemananot
necessarily exist

The functions include:

ferent network components.
formats

C
Filtering out unnecessary data.
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its associated databases may

as a centralised whole, but are likely to be distributed throughout the network. The potential
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volume of data needing to be transmitted to the
databases, particularly the statistics database, will
makeit impractical to create centralised databases
for large networks. Decisions on where to store
data and locate the module functions will be critical
factors in determining whether the networkmanagementsystem is efficient and cost-effective.

Another important feature of the ideal modelis
the customised-report generator. Network-management staff will use this to tailor reports to meet
the needs of senior management and individual
business areas. Some network-management systems available today can produce more than 100
standard reports. Evenso, their users find that the
reports do notsatisfy all their needs. Typically,
however, only betweenfive and ten of the reports
are prepared on a regular basis. A customised
report generator provides greater flexibility and
removes from the supplier the burden of producing
standard report formats.

In the next section we explain why a complete
integrated system of the type shownin Figure 5.3
does not exist today. However, we believe that
network managerscanstill use the model shown
in the figure to assist them in selecting networkmanagement systems and evaluating suppliers

proprietary network-management systems.

SUPPLIERS HAVE RESPONDED SLOWLY
TO THE NEED FOR INTEGRATION

The network-management requirements listed
at the beginningof this chapter have been recognised for several years, as have the difficulties
of interworking between proprietary networkmanagement tools. In general, however, suppli
ers
have not attempted to rectify these deficiencies
,
The reason for the lack of progress is that most
network-management tools are supplied by
com-

munications-equipment and computer-system

manufacturers and are designed to contro
l and
monitor their own equipment. The manufactur
ers
did notperceive the market for network-managementas being large enough to justify the
investment that would be required to broaden the scope
of their proprietary tools. In addition, interworking between tools from different manufactur
ers
requires the use of nonproprietary stand
ards for

exchanging alarm, control, and performance data.

HARDWARE-LINKED TRADITIONAL TOOLS

Thefirst tools for data networks were developed
in the early 1970s by manufacturers of mode
ms
and multiplexors to provide enhanced contro
l
capabilities for their products. The advantage for
a manufacturer was that providing a networkmanagement tool tended to lock customers into
buying more modems and/or multiplexors from
that manufacturer. Equipment purchased from

another supplier could not be used with thefirst
supplier s network-managementtool. A few years
later, computer suppliers also introduced pro-

prietary network-managementtools, which, again,

were designed to work only with their own equipment. In general, suppliers of all types have

regarded the development of network-manage-

menttools as being a small adjunct to their overall

product lines, not as a viable business initself.

However, the requirement for more detailed
statistics covering all network componentsled to
the developmentof a small niche marketfor performance-monitoring systems. Independentsuppliers have dominated this market. Again, the
products were proprietary, and there were no
standards for the information provided or for
message formats and contents. These suppliers
often developed uniqueprotocols for transmitting
information efficiently between a networkmanagement tool and the network components
that it controlled. The only exceptionsto this rule
are local area networks, where well-definedtransmission standards do exist, and PABX call-logging
systems, whichtraditionally have been provided
by specialist suppliers.

Today, no communications-equipment supplier can
provideall the types of network components that
an organisation requires. Consequently, no supplier can provide network-managementtools that
coverall network components. Figure 5.4 shows
the ranges of tools available from different types
of supplier andillustrates that tools from one
particular type of supplier cover only a limite
d
range of network components. Recently, however,
the range of network components supported by
the tools available from computer suppliers and
modem and multiplexor manufacturers has slowly
begunto increase. In addition, the PTTs and other
network suppliers are beginning to offer more
tools for managing the interfaces to public networks. In general, however, the market for network-management tools continues to be fragmented and hardware-specific.

LIMITED SCOPE OF TOOLS

Noneof the 30 suppliers of network-management
tools and systemssurveyed forthis report offered
products that covered the full range of activities
shownin Figure 5.3. Instead, the available tools
covered limited range of functions, reflecting
the
primaryinterests of the suppliers of the different
typesof tool. The functions of the tools provi
ded
by the varioustypes of supplier are shown on page
42 in Figure 5.5.

The tools available from hardware suppl
iers
usually concentrate on operational control
and
fault diagnosis. Some of these tools produ
ce
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Figure 5.4 Network-managementtools havetraditionally been linked to specific network components
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*Several independent suppliers offer network-management tools covering a range of network components, even though

not manufacture components

===> Coverage of tools in 1988
===p Future coverage

performance and usage reports but most have
insufficient disc storage to enable them to analyse
performanceovera period oftime. Similarly, some
tools can producereports of faults, but few of them
can store and analyse past fault reports. However,
comprehensive fault-reporting packages are
available from some independent suppliers and
as part of inventory or administrative software
packages. Performance-monitoring and reporting
tools are also available from several independent
suppliers.

We found that the majority of user organisations
had developed their own in-house systems for
recording the data-network inventory andfor recharging networkcosts, although such systems are
available from some computer suppliers (IBM s
Information Management software, for example)
and from independent suppliers (Computer
Associates s NetMan, for example). These proprietary systems also provide some changemanagement capabilities.

Network-design tools are available from some
computer suppliers and also from packet-switch
suppliers such as Bolt, Beranek and Newman.
These tools range from simple analysis aids to very
sophisticated simulation systems. However, these
design tools are often available only as part of a
service provided by the supplier and can be used
only to design networks that will be constructed
from the supplier s hardware range. Nevertheless,
a few general-purpose network-design tools are
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available from specialist companies, usually consultancies. (One such tool, ACR, is described in
Figure 6.3 on page 51.) We found that tools for
analysing trends and preparing customised reports
were usually limited to an interface to a personalcomputer spreadsheet or database package.

Thus, the network-management tools available
today are limited in scope. A large organisation
therefore requires a portfolio of tools to support
all the network-managementactivities. Several of
these tools will have their own inventory database,
their own configuration database, and, possibly,
some form of fault-reporting system. The resulting
duplication of information causes additional work
and can lead to discrepancies between the different inventories.
LITTLE INCENTIVE TO IMPROVE TOOLS

We have already pointed out that most networkmanagement tools are provided by computersystem and communications-equipmentsuppliers,
and that they tend to view network-management
tools as a means of enhancing the capabilities of
their major productlines (and thus as a means of
selling more products). Enhancing their proprietary network-management tools to provide
support for other suppliers equipmentwas, until
recently, perceivedas giving other suppliers the
opportunity to sell to their customers. Thus, there
was a major incentive for suppliers not to extend
the range of hardware supportedby their networkmanagementtools.
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Today s network-managementtools coveronly limited rangeof functions

Type of supplier

Functions provided by the tools

Network monitoring and control

Computers

Alarms
and
alerts

Fault
handling

VS

v

Automatic
and
Perforremote
mance
operations monitoring

Change
management
Auto.
reconstruction

Administration

Work
orders

Billing

Plannii
ing
an

design

Inventory

VS

Independent

Call-logging systems

Notes:
1 Billing of network users within an organisation
is not offered by PTTs
2 Each individual supplier covers only a subset of
the functions shown

¥ / Tools frequently provide the function
¥ Tools occasionally provide the function

Furthermore, independent suppliers
face con-

siderable difficulties. It is not possible to desi
gn

performance-monitoring systems that work
with
a range of hardware without detailed know
ledge
about each manufacturer s proprietary
control
messages and protocols. The independent
suppliers that provide such systems have there
fore
mostly developed their own monitoring hard
ware
that is located between the workstation and
the
network. The cost of the additional equipmen
t
required makes such tools comparatively expe
n-

sive and limits the size of the market for them.

In general, most suppliers thought that the marke
t
for network-managementtools was small, and this
meansthat the range of activities supported by
such products has remainedlimited. In addition,
significant investmentis required to develop the
software required to support network-manage-
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menttools. Most suppliers have chosen to invest
in developing software that is closely linked
to
their major hardware products. One exceptionis
packet-switch suppliers. Most of these haveinvested heavily in providing network-design tools
because, often, they could not convince organi
sations to buy their products until they showe
d
them how their networks should be redesigned
.
Yet again, the incentive for investing in the developmentof a network-management tool was to
sell the main productline.
Compared with the size of the market for their
main products, the market for network-managementtools appears to many suppliers to belimited.
They thereforehavelittle incentive to improve the
tools that they provide. For example, marke
t
surveys estimate that the annual US market
for
modemsis $2,100 million and the marke
t for
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mainframe computersis $14,000 million. By com-

parison, the US market for network-management
tools in 1988 is forecast to be under $500 million.
STANDARDS ARE REQUIRED

The major difficulty in integrating networkmanagement tools from different manufacturers
is the proprietary nature of the protocols, naming
conventions, and formats used by each tool. This
problem can be overcomeonly onceinternational
standards for exchanging management information between network-managementtools and network components have been established. However,
international standards are notorious for the
length of time they take to define and implement.
Suppliers are, of course, reluctant to modify their
products until standards are completely defined
and agreed. Workis progressing within the International Standards Organisation to extend the OSI
model to include network-managementstandards,
butthe standardsare unlikely to be fully defined
before the middle of 1991. Figure 5.6 describes the
present state of development of the OSI networkmanagement standards.

In the meantime, several major suppliers have
announcedtheir own proprietary open standards
for exchanging information between networkFigure 5.6

Slow progress is being madein defining
OSI network-managementstandards

The OSI network-management standards were originally
scheduled to be completed by 1990 butit is unlikely that this

schedule will now be met. At present (mid-1988), only the

managementframeworkis close to becominga full international
standard. The Communications Management Information
Protocol (CMIP), which defines standards for exchanging
network-managementinformation, is partially defined, although
a protocol definition does not yet exist. Working groups are still

defining the form of activities for the five areas defined by the
management framework.

Oneof the biggest gapsto date is the lack of definition of the
contents of the Management information Base (MIB). This
corresponds to the inventory, configuration, and statistics
databases shownin Figure 5.3. Until the standards committees
decide whatinformation should be stored, suppliers will not know
what data their tools need to provide.

The OSI network-managementstandards do not cover voice
networks, although voice could beincludedif the signalling and
transmission standards conformed to the seven-layer model.

Network-managementstandardswill also probably emerge from
the workof the Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) network-management task force. The membersof this

Simple Network
task force have agreed ona single protocol
for exchanging management
Monitoring Protocol (SNMP)
information, and are now defining the objectsthat the protocol
will manage. Theintention is to merge SNMP with OSI's CMIP
when CMIP is fully defined.

At current rates of progress, international network-management

standards will not be fully defined until the early 1990s. It will
then take a further year or two before products conforming to
the standards are available.
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managementsystems, and one or twoof these will
be adopted as de facto industry standards. Proprietary standards will develop faster than OSI
standards but will still not be able to cater for
many of the integrated network-management
requirements identified in Figure 5.1. As a consequence, other network-equipment suppliers and
independent vendors will continue to provide
highly specific network-managementtools that
offer improved user interfaces or more capability
than similar tools available from major computersystem suppliers and PTTs.

PROGRESS TOWARDS INTEGRATION
WILL BE SLOW

The slow progress in defining international network-managementstandardsis only one of several
factors that will retard progress towards fully
integrated network-managementsystems. In particular, the development of an integrated set of
network-managementtools requires considerable
investment by suppliers, and smaller suppliers do

not have the resources to make the necessary

investment. As a result, smaller suppliers are
forming alliances with each other. The different
network-management architectures announced
by major computer suppliers and some PTTs will
also slow down the progress towards a universal
integrated network-managementsystem. We now
discuss each of these points in turn and conclude
the chapter with our views on how progress
towards integrated network-management systems
will proceed during the next three to five years.
We believe that fully integrated network-management systems that manage all the network
components within an organisation are unlikely to
be available within this timeframe.
THE INVESTMENT OBSTACLE

Integrated network-managementsystems cannot
be developed quickly and require a large investment of resources by suppliers. Codex, for
example, states that it has 60 engineers enhancing
and maintaining its network-managementsystems.
And IBMis widely reported as having more than
200 analysts working on the development ofits
NetView network-managementproducts. Smaller
suppliers do not have the human and financial
resources to enable them to commit to this scale
of developmenteffort.

The development of a comprehensive networkmanagement system that can satisfy the requirementslisted earlier in this chapter meansthat the
supplier has to employ a variety of new, and
perhaps unfamiliar, technologies such as realtime
high-resolution graphics and expert-system tools.
Furthermore, to produce integrated tools that can
be used with wide-area data networks,local area
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networks, and voice networks means that the
supplier needs a detailed understanding of all
these areas. Even when standard protocols exist
for exchanging information between network
tools, and between network tools and network
components, suppliers will still have to write
software that:

Filters out unwanted messages.

Provides automated control and diagnostic
routines.

Stores, relates, and controls all the data ina
network-management database.

Produces a wide range of reports.

Provides easy-to-use user interfaces.

Some suppliers may also write software that converts another supplier s network-management
information from a proprietary protocol into a
standard format.

Anotherdifficulty arises from the large volumes
of network-management data that may need to be
stored and processed. Some networks contain
thousands of components. Suppliers will need to
consider carefully how best to construct networkmanagement systems so they can efficiently
gather, process, and store these large volumes of
data.
SUPPLIER ALLIANCES

Pressure from network managers for integrated
network-management systems and the development of network-management standards means
that it will become moredifficult for smaller communications-equipment suppliers and independent vendors to sell their tools. They lack the

resources or the market presence to compete

successfully with the PTTs and major suppliers
such as AT&T and IBM.

The only way that most communications-equipment suppliers and independent vendors will be
able to remain in the market for network-management systems is by forming an alliance or merging
with either a computer supplier or a PTT. Computer suppliers lack knowledge about physical
network management and the graphics-based
configuration tools used by the communicationsequipment suppliers. They are also anxious to
promote the concept of integrated tools that can
be used to manage all aspects of the IT function
computer operations, operating systems, hardware inventories, systems development, and
networks.

The PTTs lack knowledge about managing the
noncommunications aspects of IT but they can
provide expertise in the management of both
private and public networks. In fact, the PTTs have
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more experience in managing networks than other
suppliers. It is possible that they could adapt products developed to manage their own networksfor
use as corporate network-managementtools.

Figure 5.4 showed that the network-management
tools available from different types of supplier

covered different network components. Thisfigure
illustrates the logic of alliances between suppliers
to obtain a network-management product range
that covers the entire systems and networking
hardware range. The trend towards suchalliances
is already clear. Examplesinclude:

Tandem s purchase of Ungermann Bass.
Unisys s purchase of Timeplex.

IBM's purchaseof PacTel Spectrum Services
(a network facilities-management company)
and its collaboration with Network Equipment Technologies (a US-based manufacturer
of multiplexors).

An appropriate alliance enables medium-size suppliers to combine development resources, but more

importantly encourages network-managementpro-

ducts that cover the whole range of network
components. Webelieve that more alliances of this
type will occur over the next few years. The right
combination of expertise between the companies
involved in an alliance, and the speed at which
they can integrate their products, will be major
factors in the success of their network-manage-

ment system.

NETWORK-MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURES

All the major computer suppliers, some PTTs, and
some of the larger communications-equipment
suppliers have announced that their networkmanagement products will conform to a networkmanagement architecture. In this context, the
term architecture usually implies a series of
products linked together to form what wecall a
network-management system. A few of these
architectures use proprietary protocols to pass
management information between the network

components and the network-managementsys-

tem. Most suppliers claim that their architecture
conformsto OSI standards, although thisis clearly
not possible wherestandardsdo notyet exist. The
characteristics of the main architectures proposed
by different types of suppliers are summarisedin
Figure 5.7.

The group of network-management products that
has received the most publicity and support from
other suppliers is IBM s NetView products. NetView brings together several of IBM s existing
network- and systems-management products. The
NetView/PC product allows alert messages to be
collected from, and limited control information to
be transmitted to, other suppliers products. At
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Figure 5.7 Characteristics of suppliers network-management architectures
Supplier and
major products

Overview of network-management system architecture

Unified Network Management Architecture (UNMA)is designed
to combine managementof an organisation's on-premises
network components and its PTT services. PTT management

AT&T (PTT and
telecommunications

equipment supplier)

systems and other suppliers network-management tools
communicate with the central-management system using

Avant Garde (network
performance-monitoring
system supplier)

BBN Communications
(X.25 switch supplier)

Network ManagementProtocol (NMP), a published set of
standards.

Central-management system can
be on-premises or at AT&T's
network-control centre. NMP is
based on existing OSI
standards.

Net/Command accepts alarm information fror network

components or other management tools. Information is filtere

prioritised, and translated into plain English .

a

The C/70 Network Operations Center (NOC) provides
centralised network-management for BBN Communications
X.25 switches. The NOC covers a wide range of network-

management activities. DESIGNet is an expert-system-based

network-design tool used in-house by BBN to design X.25
networks.

Graphics screen presentation
using colour-codedalerts.
Centralised configuration
database. Usage-basedbilling
support. NetView/PC support.

IBM s goalis to evolve Systems Network Architecture (GNA)

IBM (computer

network-management products into one integrated network-

supplier)

Motorola Information
Systems(supplier of
modems and other data
communications
equipment)

Key features

Timeplex (multiplexor
supplier)

managementsystem for both IBM and non-IBM component
The overall name for this structure is Open Network _ :
Management (ONM). ONM allows centralised management
provides published network-management architecture:
IBM's products in this area are grouped under the NetView
name and are host-based. NetView/PC is a PC-based prod
that can gather data from other suppliers network compon
pass alert information onto NetView, and receive command:
:
2
_ from NetView.

Codex 9800 Integrated Network Management System (INMS)is
consistent with currently defined OSI network-management
standards and draft standards. The goalis to control any
network component using one screen format. Adaptors convert
other suppliers proprietary protocols into Codex's standard.

Graphics screen presentation
using icons and windows.

Common database containing
all component attributes.

different types of supplier offering net twork-management systems
The above companies are a representative sample of the

least 25 other suppliers have announcedthat their
products will support the NetView/PCinterface,
making it a de facto standard.

However, NetView at present has several limitations, which meansthatit falls short of meeting
all the full requirementsof an integrated networkmanagement system. The most important limitations are that:
The number of control messagesis limited.

It does not provide graphics-based networkconfiguration facilities.
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Links between the NetView monitoring systems and the inventory and change-management system (which is called Information
Management) are inadequate.

The routines for constructing automated responses have to be programmed as CLISTs (a
low-level language). Most network-management staff find it cumbersometo do this.

The performance-monitoring routines can
consume a significant amount of mainframe
processing capacity.
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As a result, most NetView usersstill require tools
from other suppliers as well, and are likely to do
so for several years. Suppliers such as Codex and
Timeplex are enhancing their network-management tools while supporting a NetView/PC interface. Their aim is to provide features that the
computer manufacturers products lack, such as
graphics-based displays. Other independent vendors offer products that emulate some of IBM s
products but which provide improved functionality. One example is Cincom s NetMaster which
is a NetView lookalike but uses a fourth-generation
language, rather than CLISTs, for programming the
automatic-response routines.

Other computer suppliers emphasise that their
products will manage both networks and systems.
Programs that can automatically distribute software to remote sites are early examples of this
class of product (both Siemens TRANSDATA products and ICL s Community Managementsystems
providethis facility).

Suppliers of call-logging systems are also beginning
to extend the scope of their products to include:
Collection of alarm information from PABXs.
An inventory and configuration database.

Change-managementfacilities.

PROGRESS TOWARDS INTEGRATION

The examples aboveillustrate that progress towards integrated network-management systems
will be steady but slow. Figure 5.8 indicates
the
timeframes in which we believe the different
levels of integration will occur. Products
that
integrate network-managementactivities will
be
available first as the larger suppliers, or allian
ces
betweendifferent suppliers, start to produce
more
comprehensive systems. Systems that integrate
the
management of different types of equipment will
follow as manufacturers implement proprietary
and international network-management standards. Faster progress will be made with syste
ms
that use proprietary standards, or proprietary
versionsof OSI standards, than with systems aimed
at providing full network-management integration
between all the OSI layers. A regrettable fact of
life is that suppliers will always want to differentiate their products from those offered by
othersuppliers. They will do this by incorporating
facilities that go beyond the agreed standards.
The integration of systems that manage both voice
and data networkswill take longer to occur. The

reason is not because this form of integration js
more difficult to achieve, but because most net-

work managers are notinterested in this type

of integrated network-management system. The
need for integrated voice and data networkmanagementtools will not occur until the use of
integrated applications becomes common.

Figure 5.8 indicates that network managers cannot
expect to purchase ready-made network-manage-

ment systems that meet most of their requirements until 1991, or even 1993, at the earliest.
However, in previous chapters, we have shown
that network managers cannot afford to wait that
long before purchasing new network-management
tools and systems. In the next and final chapter
of the report we examine the steps that Foun-

dation members can take in the meantimeto build

a network-management system that makes the
best use of the tools currently available.
Figure 5.8
Type of
integration

Rate of progressin network-management
integration

Between different
networkmanagement
activities

Betweenlocal
area network
and wide-area
data-networkmanagement

systems

Between voice

Rate of progress
Quite rapid between 1988 and 1991. Major
Suppliers will expandthe rangeofactivities
covered to include better inventory
databases, more Performance-monitoring
routines and design aids, and automatic
change-control systems.

Almostnointegration today because local
area network-managementtools arein their
infancy. However, well established LAN
transmission standards will ensure quite
rapid progress over the next two to three
years. By 1990/91 thelevel of integration
will probably be the sameas that between
different types of wide-area data network
equipment.

=

s

Generally very slow because suppliers are

and data network- taking different approaches and users
do
management
not perceive a need. Exceptionswill occur
systems
in the areasof high-bandwidth multiplexor
management tools, PTT circuit-ordering
systems,

databases.

and

probably

inventory
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Most network managers cannot afford to wait
until fully integrated network-management systems become available. They need to purchase
new tools now, particularly to help overcome the
shortagesof skilled staff. In this final chapter of
the report, we first identify the three different
strategies that can be used for building a networkmanagement system. We then emphasise that the
network-management capability of network components needsto be a keycriterion whenselecting
equipment. Expert-system techniques will also
become an important element of network-management systems and we describe both the benefits
that can be gained, and the difficulties that still
exist in using expert systems. The report concludes with advice about how to justify the investment in a network-management system. The
key is to focus on the business benefits, not the
technical merits of the system.

A STRATEGY IS REQUIRED

Even though integrated network-management
systems are not yet available, network-managementtools should be selected with the ideal model
of a network-management system in mind. This
meansthat tools should be chosen to be consistent
with each other, for their adherence to standards
as they develop, and for their ease-of-use. However, the tools available will develop rapidly over
the next few years, so they should be implemented in a way that makesit easy to replace
them with later and better products. There are
three different strategies that can be adopted for
ensuring that the tools selected form a consistent
network-management system:

Adopt asingle-supplier policy for all network
components and network-management tools.
Develop a customised network-management

system.

Mix and match products from different
suppliers.

In choosing the most appropriate strategy, network managers mustfirst determine where they
can realise the biggest improvements in productivity or user service and then aim to satisfy
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those needs. The two key areas for networkmanagement productivity gains are increased
automation and reduced duplication of the data
produced by network-management tools. The
strategy should be chosen with these two key
areas in mind. The benefits and pitfalls of each
strategy are described in more detail below.
SINGLE-SUPPLIER POLICY

By restricting its network components and net-

work-managementtools to those provided by a
single supplier, an organisation can quickly
achieve a consistent network-management system. Products from one supplier are morelikely
to use a consistent management-information protocol, removing one of the biggest problems of
compatibility between different tools. Moreover,
the supplier has a large incentive to makeall its
products compatible with an overall networkmanagement system. The recent increased awareness of the importance of good network-management products meansthat almost all major suppliers will develop new products in this area.

Figure 6.1 describes how one organisation has
standardised almost exclusively on the products
of a single supplier. However, there are three
major drawbacks to adopting a single-supplier
policy. First of all, most network managers know

that it is unlikely that any one supplier can meet
Figure 6.1

Some organisations adopt a single-supplier
policy for all their network-management
tools

Sears Communications provides networking servicesto the Sears

retailing organisation. It has chosen to use IBM products almost
exclusivelyforits networking requirements and basesall of its

network management on NetView. However, some customised

software has been developedto interface Series/1 computers
with NetView. The Sears data network connects more than

420,000 terminals and personal computers. NetView runs on

a dedicated IBM 3090 mainframe, and a second back-up 3090
is available at another site on a warm-standby basis. Sears
chose NetView becauseit allows the network to be managed

from a centralsite and because standardising on one network-

management system means that network technicians have to
master only one set of commands. However, this policy would

not have beenviableif Sears was not already committed almost
exclusive to using IBM products.

AT
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all their needs, particularly for both network and
computer equipment. They also do notlike the
thought of being dependent on one supplier and
most organisations already use equipment from
several suppliers. For these organisations, the
single-supplier approach is not a realistic option
because the computer systems and larger network
components cannoteasily be replaced. Deciding
to standardise on a single supplier is a major
strategic decision for the systems department and
wouldusually be based onseveralfactors, not just
the need for improved network-management
tools.

The second disadvantage of the single-supplier
policy is that, even excluding public-network
circuits, no supplier can provide a complete range
of network components. Even IBM, who at
present probably offers the most comprehensive

range of products, cannot cover all customer

needs. Further alliances between computersystem and communications-equipment manufacturers may increase the number of suppliers
who can provide a wide range of equipment.
However, restricting the choice of componentsto
those available from one supplier may limit the
flexibility of the information systems offered to

users.

The third disadvantage is that the choice of network components available from one supplieris
unlikely to be ideally suited to all an organisation s
communications requirements. Adopting a singlesupplier policy could therefore increase hardware
costs significantly because one supplier cannot
provide cost-effective products across the whole
range of network components. The increases in
hardware costs must be weighed against the
benefits of improved network management produced by a single-supplier policy.
CUSTOMISED NETWORK-MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Someorganisations with very large networksthat
are vital to their businesses have chosen to build
their own network-management systems. Examples
include majorfinancial organisations, airlines, and
Electronic Data Systems (EDS). These organisationsbelieve that they cannot afford to wait for
suppliers to develop integrated network-management systemsand that their needs are so unique
that they require a customised system. The base
data for such systems is usually provided by
existing network-managementtools, and is then
processed and analysed by customised software.

In the United States, EDS manages networks for
several of its customers, the most notable being

General Motors. From its network control centre
in Plano, Texas, EDS manages 250,000 telephone
extensions and more than 100,000 terminals and

personal computers. EDS has found that the
General Motors networkusers are more demanding than they were whenthe network wasrunas
an in-house function and expect a betterservice,

EDS s biggest network-management problem is
controlling the changes made to the network and
ensuring that documentation is kept up to date,
The companyanticipates a 40 per cent growth in
its computer-system and network-management
workload over the next few years and aimsto

accommodate the growth without increasingstaff
whilst also improving the service provided. To

achieve this, EDS plans to invest nearly $10

million over the next few years on developing a
better network-management system for administration, changecontrol, and planning. Oneof the
key features of the system will be a centralised
management-information database.

EDSis an exception, however. Most organisations
cannot contemplate developing their own customised network-management system because
their networks are not large enough, or are not
sufficiently crucial to the business, to justify the
expense involved. A custom-built networkmanagementsystem is also expensive to maintain.
Assuppliers enhance their network components
or network-management tools, the customised
system hasto be changed to incorporate the new
features. We expect there to be a large number
of enhancements to proprietary tools over the
next five years, which will lead to substantial
maintenance requirements for customised systems. A supplier can spread the costs of
enhancements across its whole customer base; an
organisation with a customised networkmanagement system must bearall the costsitself.

We believe that most organisations that have
chosento develop their own customised networkmanagement system will eventually have to move
to a proprietary system because the cost of
maintaining large customised systems will be
prohibitive. Only very large network-service
organisations like EDS and the PTTs can afford
such systems in the long term.
MIX-AND-MATCH APPROACH

For most organisations, a single-supplier policy or
a customised network-management system will
either be impractical or too expensive. Their only
option is to continue for several years to use a
variety of incompatible network-management
tools. These organisations should purchase new
tools that can improve their network management
whenever the tools can be cost-justified. In
selecting the tools, however, it is important to
consider how they will fit with existing tools.
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After 1990, those tools that conform to standards,

either proprietary or international, will usually
provide the greatest improvements because they
will be capable of at least partial integration with
other tools that use the same standard(s). However, until then other features of a specific tool,
such as a better user interface or more automated
fault-correction routines, may provide greater
improvements.

In addition, there are some actions that network
managers can take to enhancetheir existing tools
and make them more useful and to reduce the
amount of duplicated data they produce. Areas
where a relatively small investment could yield
quite significant improvements are:

Use of small, customised expert systems. (The
benefits and difficulties of using expert
systems in a network-managementenvironment are discussed later in this chapter.)

Use of PC-based programs to enable reports
to be produced and availability calculations
to be performed more easily.

Enhancements to existing tools to provide
trend-analysis reports and better analyses of
alert messages.

__

Use of personal computers as front ends to
existing tools so that responses to the most
common and predictable errors can be
automated.

Developmentor purchase of a database and
systems for managing the changes made to
the network.

With one exception, the investment required to
make these types of enhancementis not large,
which meansit is easier to discard them when
proprietary systems can provide the same facilities. The exception is the change-management
database. As we described in Chapter 5, this is a
key element of an integrated network-management system, and it could grow to become a very
large subsystem. Many of today s networkmanagement tools contain their own inventory
and configuration database. Without careful planning, it would be very easy to find that several
such databases, all containing the same information, are being maintained. Updating these
databases and ensuring that they are in step with
eachother, is likely to be a difficult and timeconsuming task. The difficulties will be compounded whenthe time comes to moveto a proprietary integrated network-management system.
One of the biggest implementation tasks will be
setting up the inventory and configuration database, and converting the existing databases will
not be easy. Network managers will therefore
need to think very carefully about how they plan
to manage such databases. Questions to be
addressed include:
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Should the databases be maintainedat local
sites or centrally?

How much duplication of information is
unavoidable?

How can the updating effort be minimised?

How might the migration to a more comprehensive network-management system be
undertaken?

The advice given in the previous Foundation
Managing the Evolution of Corporate
Report
will be a valuable source of
Databases
information in answering these questions.
NETWORK-MANAGEMENTCAPABILITYIS
A KEY CRITERION FOR COMPONENT
SELECTION

With the exception of external performancemonitoring systems, most network-management
systems rely on the data provided by network
components. Even the most sophisticated system
will be of limited use if it cannot receive information from, or send control messagesto, the
network components. However, it will be several
years before network-management standards
reach the stage whereall modemsor multiplexors
provide information in a consistent format. We
recommend, therefore, that network managers
select new network components on the basis of
their present network-management features,
particularly their conformance to standards for
providing management information.

Network-management capability should be a
major criterion in selecting any new equipment
becausethis capability will determine the success
of future network-management systems. Some
network managers even suggest that, in future,
they will select the best network-management
system andwill then purchase equipmentthat it
is able to manage. This is a compiete reversal of
the way most organisations currently select
equipment and network-management tools.

Mostsuppliers are promoting a distributed approach
to network management. (The OSI networkmanagement standards also imply a distributed
approach.) With a distributed approach, a hierarchy of computers is used to support different
network-management activities, as depicted
overleaf in Figure 6.2. Data-gathering and control
activities are mostly performed at the lowest level
in the hierarchy, closest to the network equipment
that is being controlled. Thetools at this levelfilter
the information being provided by the network
componentsandpass relevant information to the

central network-management system. The central
system is concerned only with high-levelactivities
such as planning, administration, andbilling. This
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A hierarchy of computer systems may be
used to support different networkmanagement functions
Super networkmanagement system:
Planning/design

Managementreports
Billing

Regional networkmanagement system:
Diagnostics
Analysis andfiltering
of information
Configuration/inventory
controls
Proprietary network-

management

tools
O

Network components

approachis effective because much of the network-management processing load is shared by
several smaller computers and the amount of
information that must be transferred to the
central system is reduced.

It is possible that the proprietary networkmanagement tools provided by individual component suppliers could become the lowerlevel
network-control systems. This would reduce the
effort required to develop a fully integrated network-managementsystem. But again, the better
the individualtools are and the more closely they
adhere to standards, the better will be the overall
network-management system.

EXPERT SYSTEMS WILL BE IMPORTANT

Oneof the mostsignificant developments in network-managementtools is the use of expertsystem techniques. Expert systems and their
potential applications were discussed in Foundation Report 60, published in October 1987. One
of the application areas identified in that report
was network management, which displays some
of the most important characteristics of potential
expert-system applications:
There is a shortage of expertise.

It takes a long time to gain the expertise.

The information provided by networkmanagementtools often has to be acted on
quickly.

Several network-service providers, network-equipment suppliers, and individual systems departments have developed or are developing expert
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systems for use in network-management applications. In addition, several PTTs, including SIP

in Italy and AT&T, have constructed expert systemsto assist in the control of public telephone
networks. In the United Kingdom, the Alvey Data
Processing Expert Systems (DAPES) community
club funded research into the use of expert systems for network fault diagnosis. Network
management is now widely regarded as an area
where systems departments can gain some
experience with expert systems without havingto
involve other areas of the business.

There are three main areas where expert syste
ms
could be applied to network management:
Assisting with fault diagnosis, either at the
help desk oraspart ofthe first level of technical support.

Providing more intelligence for automated
network-control functions and configuration
management.

Assisting with network design.

BENEFITS

Expert systems can provide significant benefits for
the network-management function because they
can be usedto:
Replicate the knowledge of the most
experienced network-management staff.

Analyse the large volumes of data and/or
messages produced by network-management
tools.

Interpret informationin a consistent manner.
Allow less-experienced staff to perform an
activity.

Teach less-experienced staff to perform an
activity.

Reduce the time required for experienced
staff to perform an activity.

It is unlikely that all the above benefits can be
obtained from one expert-system application. Network managers should therefore determine the
type of potential benefits that a particular expertsystem application could provide before it is
developed. Useful advice on how to dothis is
contained in Foundation Report 60.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 each describe the benefits
being gained by organisations that have successfully used expert systems for networkmanagement activities.

DIFFICULTIES

There are somedifficulties in applying expert
systems to network management, however. Sup-

pliers will experience difficulty in building a
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A network-design expert system

France Cable et Radio (FCR) has developed an expert system
for data-network simulation called Aide a4 la Conception de
Reseaux (ACR). ACR was developed because there were no
suitable design tools available from other suppliers. FCR has
used ACR successfully for several projects and claimsthatit
feduces the time taken to design a network bya factor of 10.
ACRis primarily an aid for network-design experts, but canbe
used to train designers. ACR can be used to evaluate:
Centralised versus decentralised solutions.

Networkcosts, including internationaltariffs.
Quality-of-service factors.

Trade-offs between anticipated downtime and increased
costs.
FCRbelieves that problems that subsequently arise from a poorly
designed network configuration are verydifficult to solve. Using
ACR reducesthelikelihood of configuration problemsarising

Building a network-management system
culty can be estimated from a paper published in
Volume 25, Number 2 issue of the IBM Systems
Journal.
This paper describes the developmentof an expert
system for automating Multiple Virtual Storage
(MVS)operations on IBM mainframes. The authors
stress the need to provide customising capabilities
in the expert system to take account of the
differing operating procedures andpriorities in
different computer centres. The level of customisation required in a multivendor networking
environment would be several times greater.

A major pharmaceutical company developed an expert system
called Rupert (Resolves User Problems Expertly) and introduced
it as the network help desk was set up. (Prior to this, network
users contacted anyonein the managementservices division
they thought could help them.) Rupert is primarily a diagnostic

It therefore appears likely that network faultdiagnosis expert systems developed by suppliers
will be restricted to their own equipmentin the
next few years. Moreover, many organisations will
find that this type of expert system is too difficult
to be a practical proposition for in-house development. Indeed, at the time of our research, we did
not find many in-house network-management
expert-systems that had been completed. We
believe that members should choose expertsystem applications with a clearly defined and
realistic focus, as were those described in Figures
6.3 and 6.4.

terminals from the network. Originally, it was not designed to
handle user queries about the use of applications, butit is now
being enhanced to do so.

JUSTIFICATION OF INVESTMENTS SHOULD
BE IN RELEVANT BUSINESS TERMS

after the network has been implemented.

Figure 6.4

A network help-desk expert system

aid, but also acts as a fault-reporting system. It is also connected
to the computer systems soit can automatically disconnect the

The help desk is staffed by two ex-secretaries from the

managementservicesdivision. They told us that Rupert provided
them with confidence when they werefirst answering queries.
They rapidly learnt how to handle the most common queries,
and now take short cuts when they are using Rupert.
In thefirst two months, the help deskstaff:
Handled nearly 2,500 enquiries.

Solved 70 percentof all queries themselves.

Found that a number of queries were from users who did
not understand the applications (moretraining courses were
arranged).
Discovered that the maintenance support provided by the
terminal supplier was unsatisfactory. (The company asked
its supplier to change its support system.)

The major benefits of Rupert to the company are:

lts role as a training aid for new help-desk staff.

The ease with which new knowledge can be added to the
system.

Thetime taken to resolve user problems has been halved
The improved image the systems department now has in

the rest of the company.

Thebetterstatistics it provides about problems
Thelasttwo benefits could probably be obtained from any help-

desk function and fault-reporting software. However, Rupert s

excellent user interface has made this a very successful
application of expert-system techniques.

generic expert system that can be used for
diagnosing faults in a network that uses equipmentfrom a wide variety of suppliers. The diffi-
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We stated in Chapter 1 that network managers
have difficulty in justifying substantial investments in network-managementsystems. Usually,
the investment in the networkitself has already
been justified, and the management system is seen
as an additional cost that appears to reduce the
net benefits from the network. The benefits of the

network-management system are not easy to

explain in nontechnical terms. Moreover, the
benefits appear at first sight to be for those
responsible for operating the networkrather than
for the business as a whole.

When we asked network managers how they
intended to convince their senior management of
the need to purchase a network-management
system, their answers tended to fall into one of
three categories:

We had a major network failure last year.
We should have no problems in obtaining
board approval for expenditure that will
preventthis situation ever occurring again.

Our management understands the importance of networks to the business and will
agree to spend money on a network-management system.
I don t know.

:
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Noneofthese responsesis satisfactory. We believe
that network managers cannot rely on top management understanding the importance of networkmanagement systems. Instead, they need to construct a case that demonstrates the benefits of
a network-management system in business terms.
Only a few of the network managers wetalked
within our research had produced business cases
to justify their network-management systems. The
main reason for this is that they find it difficult
and time-consuming to quantify the benefits of
better services and performance from the network. There is also a tendency to concentrate
on the technology and its technical and operational advantages for the network-management
function.

It is easier to justify a network-management
system when a new or enhanced networkis being
planned. In this situation, the management system
can bejustified as part of the total network cost,
as has traditionally been the case for individual
hardware-linked network-management tools.

Figure 6.5 containsguidelines for presenting network-management proposals to senior management. One of the guidelines is to gain as many
allies and supporters as possible. Network users
have the most to gain from reductions in downtime or improved responsetimes. Enlist their help
in identifying what the improvements will mean
to the business and in presenting the case to senior
management. Users will be powerfulallies if they
are made awareof the benefits that a networkmanagement system will bring to them.

Thefirst step in preparing the business case for
a network-managementsystem is to identify the
most critical concern business managers have
Figure 6.5

Guidelines for presenting networkmanagementproposals to senior
management

Sell the business benefits of the project, not the technology. How
does the project fit in with other business objectives and
approved programs?
;
Consideralternatives.

(Based on a presentation at the Telecommunications Association

conference held in San Diego, California in September 1987)

about the applications the network supports. If
the applications are online and are essentialfor

taking orders from customers or for delivering
products or services, then the main concernjs

likely to be the risk to the futureof the business,

rather than the extra costs that may be incurred
because the network is out of operation. In this
situation, the business case should be based on
how the network-management system will minimise the risk of downtime. Alternatively, if the
networkapplications are mainly concerned with
back-office support, and network downtime is
likely to result only in additional work and
expense, and in inconvenienceto clericalstaff,
then the main concern is likely to be costreduction. The business case for the networkmanagement system should therefore focus on the
scope for minimising costs.

We provide guidelines on how to prepare these
two kinds of business case below. A cost-based
business case will usually require an estimate to

be made of the cost of downtime. We therefore

also provide advice about how to calculate this
cost. In deciding which type of business case
to prepare, the network manager should, however, be alert to his or her own managers and
organisation s specific needs and concerns. They
may not alwaysfollow the simple logic outlined
above.
A RISK-BASED BUSINESS CASE

A risk-based business case is most appropriate
where a time-critical business operation requires
a high level of network availability. An airline s
seat reservation system is an obvious example
(although the passenger check-in system is likely
to be even more time-critical). In this situation,
it is clearly desirable that the networkis as reliable
as possible, and that if a failure does occur, the
fault is cleared as quickly as possible. Although
the network will have been designed to be highly
reliable, the network-management system should
contribute to anticipating possible network
failures (by monitoring trends in performance, for
example) andto restoring normal operation more
quickly when a fault does occur (by providing
better diagnostic and remote-control facilities, for
example).
With time-critical applications, the cost of a networkfailureis not simply the amountof business
that may be lost whilst the network is out of
operation, but includes the impact on the future
business and operations of the organisation. For
example, Peter Keen, executive director of the
International Center for Information Technologies, cites the case of an airline whose reservation
system was out of operation for 36 hours. As a
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result, the airline lost 5 per cent of its market
share and had not fully recovered it a year later
Major businesslosses such as this are morelikely
to result from prolonged interruptions to network
services. A network-management system cansignificantly reduce the chance of prolonged interruptions because it makesit easier to diagnose and
rectify faults.

The above exampleillustrates that the financial
impactto the business of a major networkfailure
can be several orders of magnitude greater than
the cost of the network-managementsystem. The
business case should therefore emphasise the
small cost of the network-management system
(say $100,000)and setthis against the risk of losing
a large amountof business (say $10,000,000). The
case should identify very clearly and specifically
the nature of the disaster that could occur and
should attempt to quantify the financial impact.
an order of
A precise figure is not required
magnitude is good enough. The relevant business
managers should be involved in estimating the
financial impact. Senior management will be most
easily convincedof the validity of the case if any
examples of comparable disasters can be quoted.
The presentation should make it clear, in a
nontechnical way, how the network-management
system will contribute to reducing the chance of
such a disaster.

Finally, no attempt should be made to present
the potential savings in terms of so much per
hour of downtime. This is not an appropriate
measure to use whenpreparinga risk-based business case for a network-management system.
A COST-BASED JUSTIFICATION

A cost-based justification is most appropriate
whenthe network applications support business
activities that are not so dependent on continuous
operation and immediate access to the computer
systems. For example, a back-office accounting
system may not hold up any other workifit is out
of operation. The only impact may be that some
staff have to work overtime to catch up when the
network service is restored. In such circumstances, the business case for a network-management system needs to be based on its ability to
reduce the costs of any downtime, either by
reducing the number of network failures, or by
enabling the network services to be restored
quickly or inexpensively.

Sometimes the network-management system will
also enable other business costs to be minimised
or a better service to be provided to customers.
Forinstance, better measurementof the network s
performance may allow a business manager to
match moreclosely the number of staff he or she
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assigns to a particular activity (telephone
answering, for example) to the demandsfor that
activity. An example of better customer service
was provided by the systems manager of Credito
Emiliano. He or she could demonstrate that the
investment in NetView has increased the number
of hours that the bank s networkis available for
use by customers.
THE COST OF DOWNTIME

Estimating the cost of downtime for a particular
application is not easy. The estimates should be
madejointly by the network manager and business-area managers. However, business areas
often do not know how muchapplication downtime costs because they have never needed to
calculate such a figure. One major airline spent
several months trying to calculate the cost of
downtime at its check-in counters. It found that
networkfailures rarely caused a complete break
in service at all the check-in counters, so most
failures had to be assigned a
passengerinconvenience cost . Check-in personnel could
cope with short failures but the cost escalated
rapidly after the network had been out of
operation for 20 minutes.

A studyof the costs of downtime performedin the
United States by the Yankee Group showedthat
most estimates ranged between $1,000 to $10,000
per hour. Suppose the network managerestimates
that the proposed network-management system
will produce a 1 per cent improvementin network
availability and that the cost of downtime is
$5,000 per hour. On these assumptions, there will
be an extra 20 business hours of productive time
per year, equating to an annual saving of
$100,000. This meansthat the payback period for
many network-management systems would be less
than three years.

However, the cost of downtime maynot increase
linearly with the length of time the network is
unavailable. In some instances, such asairline
check-in counters, the cost of downtime may
increase at an alarming rate after a minimum
critical time is exceeded. In situations such as
these the calculations need to be modified
accordingly.

As well as working with network users to estimate
the cost of downtime, network managers should
also draw on the experience of suppliers (and the
suppliers other customers) in estimating the increased network availability that can be expected

once a new network-management system has

beeninstalled. It is in the suppliers own interests
to help network managers convince their
managers that a network-managementsystem is
a good investment.

Chapter 6

Building a network-management system

REPORT CONCLUSION

In this report we have described the current
problems facing network managers
the main
ones being an increasing workload, shortages of
skilled staff, and inadequate network-management tools. Although the problems of staff
shortages and inadequate tools will remain for the
next few years, there are several short-term and
long-term actions that organisations and network
managers can taketo alleviate currentdifficulties
and improve the managementof their networks.

The short-term actionsare to:

Ensure that the network manager has good
management skills; technical skills are of
secondary importance.

Reduce the numberofhelp desks and ensure
that no user needs to call more than one help
desk.

Employ user-oriented
help desk.

people to staff the

Negotiate service-level agreements between
the network-management function and its
users. Ensure that the conditions of the
agreements can be met.

Review the current procedures for network
management. Include proceduresrelating to
voice networks and local area networks.

Establish a network-inventory database to

assist in managing the changes that have to
be made to the network. Avoid creating

databases that contain duplicated information.
Enhanceexisting tools to increase the levels
of automation and to reducetheskill levels
required to perform sometasks.

Gather data on the cost of downtime. This
data can then be used to build the business
case for investing ina network-management
system.

The long-term actions are to:

Make network-management capability and
interfaces a major selection factor when
purchasing new network components.

Monitor developments in network-managementsystems. Be prepared to replace existing
tools as better ones becomeavailable. Ensure
suppliers conform to the emerging networkmanagement standards.

Increase the budget for training networkmanagement staff.

Broaden the level of business and technology
understanding of network-managementstaff.
Establish individual career-development

programmes.

Appendix
Trends in network faults

In this appendix we present details of the results
of our research into trends in networkfaults. We
describe why webelieveit is important to identify
trendsin faults, the nature of the research undertaken, and the results of our surveys.

Our research was hampered by difficulties in
obtaining quantitative data. However, we believe
that the information contained in this appendix
will be of interest to all network managers. The
appendix demonstrates the value of performance
monitoring and trend analysis, and we recommend
that all network managers should undertake these
activities.

IMPORTANCE OF IDENTIFYING TRENDS
IN NETWORK FAULTS

In the body of the report we emphasised that
network management covers more thanjust faultFigure A.1_

resolution. However, as Figure A.1 shows,resolving
network faults is still one of the most timeconsuming network-management activities for
Foundation members.It is likely that some of the
user-support activity (which is the other most
time-consuming activity) is also concerned with
aspects of fault-resolution
running the help
desk, for example.
Effective procedures for resolving faults are required to ensure that the network availability
meets or exceedsthe termsof service-level agreements. We believe that all network managers should
monitor trends in networkfaults so they can improve
their fault-handling procedures and determine the
most effective ways of providing networkresilience.
In addition, several organisations have found that
preparing detailed analyses of faults on a monthby-month basis enables them to obtain better
service from their suppliers.

Resolving networkfaults is the most time-consuming network-managementactivity

Percentage

of respondents

rating the activity
as the most
time-consuming

Network-managementactivity
(Source: Butler Cox survey)
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Trends in network faults

RESEARCH UNDERTAKEN

The information on which our analysis is based
was obtained from two main sources:
Interviews conducted with 28 organisations
in Australia, Belgium, France, Germany,Italy,
the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
Replies from six UK Foundation members to
a detailed questionnaire.

Wherever possible, we attempted to obtain data
about trends in network faults by asking for any
information available from analyses of fault logs.
However, we found that most organisations do not
analysetheir fault data on a regularbasis, or have
only recently begun to do so. We therefore also
asked four questions about network managers
perceptions of faults and their causes:

Is the numberof network faults increasing?

Are digital circuits more reliable than
analogue circuits?

Where do faults most occur often
circuits, software, or equipment?

in

Are faults becoming harder to resolve?

The responsesto these questions are discussed in
the following sections.

Since the number of responses obtained was
limited, we also asked suppliers about their perceptions of trends in network faults. In general,
suppliers agreed with ourfindings but were unable
to provide us with any numerical data to back-up
their statements. We understand that PTTs maintain statistics on the comparative performance of
analogue and digital circuits, but these are not
publicly available.

IS THE NUMBER OF NETWORK FAULTS
INCREASING?

The reasons for these national differences cannot

be determined from the limited data available.

However, some UK members remarked that the
introduction of digital circuits and the improved

service from British Telecom were contributing

factors to the decline in the number offaults,

Figure A.3 shows the network downtime
experienced by a major Swedish manufacturing
company during the period June 1984 to

November 1987. The trendto increased availability

is clear. Network unavailability has reduced from
an average of 5.8 per cent in 1984 to 1.1 per cent
in 1987. Unavailability in this context takes
account both of the numberof faults and of the
average fault-resolution time. Thus, it is not

possible to state that the numberoffaults has

decreased during the three-year period, because
the improved availability could be due solely to
improvementsin fault-resolution times. However,
it appears likely that at least some of the
improvement can be attributed to fewer faults
occurring.

ARE DIGITAL CIRCUITS MORE RELIABLE
THAN ANALOGUE CIRCUITS?

Figure A.4 shows the responses to the question
about the relative reliability of digital and analogue
circuits. It is clear that most organisations with
digital circuits believe that they are morereliable
than analoguecircuits. This opinion is supported
Figure A.2_

Most network managersbelieve that the
numberof faults is not increasing

% of

responses

The numberof data-network users continues to
grow at a steady rate in most organisations. Therefore, it is important to know whether the number
of faults that the network-management team must
resolve will also increase at the samerate.

Oursurvey revealed that nearly 60 per cent of the
network managers questioned believe that the
numberof faults is increasing at a lower rate than
the numberof network users (see Figure A.2). In
the United Kingdom, the trend towards fewer
faults per user was more marked, with 75 per cent
of network managersstating that faults per user
were decreasing. Some had noted a reduction in
the total numberof faults despite a significant
growthin the number ofusers. In contrast, 80 per
cent of the French organisations surveyed stated
that network faults were increasing at the same
rate as, or faster than, the numberof users.

56

Changein the numberoffaults
(Source: Butler Cox survey)
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Figure A.3

Trends in network faults

Network downtime has decreased overthelast three years in a Swedish manufacturing company

Network
unavailability

percentage
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Figure A.4

Mostorganisations believe that digital circuits
are morereliable than analoguecircuits
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(Source: Butler Cox Survey)
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by the PTTs. The implication is that, as more of
the public network is converted to digital
transmission overthe next five years, the number
of circuit faults will continue to decrease.

Figure A.5 overleaf showsthe results of analyses
carried out by two large UK companies into the
comparative reliability of analogue and digital
circuits. At first glance, the results appear to
contradict those described above. The average
annual number of faults per digital circuit is
significantly higher than the faults per analogue
circuit. However, a wideband (2M bit/s) digital
circuit usually replaces at least 10 analogue
circuits, and a 64kbit/s digital circuit can replace
up to four analogue data circuits. Onthis basis, an
organisation installing a widebanddigital link can
expect to experience at least one-third fewerfaults
in total than it would using multiple analogue
circuits. (Several other UK organisations remarked
that the KiloStream 64k bit/s service available
from British Telecom wasless reliable than the
MegaStream 2M bit/s service.)
However, the numberof users affected bya digitalcircuit failure is usually higher than those affected

Appendix
Figure A.5

Trends in network faults

Summary of results of fault analyses
performed by two UK companies

A majorfinancial institution
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circuit
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(Source: Butler Cox Survey)

Mostorganisations believe that network faults
are becoming harderto resolve

respondents
57.5%

Notes:
Data gathered throughout 1987
*British Telecom's name for a 64k bit/s digital private circuit
*British Telecom's namefor a 2M bit/s digitalprivate circuit
Based on nine-hour working day,five days a week
*Based on 24-hour working day, seven days a week
*Based on 12-hour working day, seven days a week
"Data gathered in second half of 1987
*Large numberof shortfailures (due to a recurring
synchronisation problem) distorted this figure

by a single analogue circuit failure. Network

managers therefore needto consider carefully the

back-upfacilities required when theyinstall digital
circuits to replace several analogue circuits.

DO FAULTS OCCUR MOST OFTEN
IN CIRCUITS, SOFTWARE, OR EQUIPMENT?

Figure A.6 showsthat circuits and software are
the most frequent sources of network faults.
The equipmentitself is, in general, much more
reliable.
Again, there is a marked difference between
responses from UKorganisations and from those
in continental Europe and Australia. The majority
of UK organisations stated that the largest source
of faults was software. Elsewhere, circuits were
cited as the major source of faults. The reasons
for these national differences may well be the
same as those mentioned when describing trends
in numberof network faults.

58
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The percentages show the proportion of respondents citing
software, circuits, and equipment as the most frequent source
of network faults
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Changesin thedifficulty
of solving faults

Nine per cent believe there is no change

(Source: Butler Cox survey)

ARE FAULTS BECOMING HARDER TO SOLVE?

The majority of respondents indicated that, in
general, network faults are becoming harder to
solve (see Figure A.7). This trend is most noticeable in France and the United Kingdom, where
approximately five out of six respondents said that
faults are becoming harderto solve.

It is worthwhile noting that three out of the eight
organisations that reported their average faultresolution time was decreasing said they thought
this trend was due to the introduction of new
network-management tools or better network-

management procedures.
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